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ВВЕДЕНИЕ

Предлагаемое учебное пособие «Исследование стратегий эффек
тивной коммуникации в межкультурной среде» не только кратко
знакомит с теоретическими основами дисциплины «Теория меж
культурной коммуникации», но и предлагает в форме мини-тренин
га научиться выигрышным стратегиям коммуникации на иностран
ном языке, рассмотрев несколько проблемных ситуаций. Для дости
жения адекватного взаимопонимания с участниками коммуни
кативного акта, принадлежащими к разным национальным куль
турам, необходимо изменить имеющиеся личностные оценки и
установки, то есть сформировать терпимость, готовность к пере
менам, способность признавать альтернативные ценности и моде
ли поведения.
Контакты представителей разных культур порождают множе
ство проблем, которые обусловлены несовпадением норм, ценнос
тей, особенностей мировоззрения партнеров и т. п. Конфликты и
сбои в процессе межкультурной коммуникации рассматриваются
как возникающие из различий в поведении, мышлении, представ
лениях, ценностях, присущих представителям разных культур, всту
пающим в коммуникацию. Культурные различия, отраженные в со
знании и существующие на концептуальном уровне, подчас не осо
знаются участниками коммуникации и ведут к недопониманию
и неэффективности общения, даже при высоком уровне владения
иностранным языком.
Как показывает практика, невозможно обучить всему много
образию существующих в определенной культуре обычаев, норм
поведения, этикетных и ритуальных правил общения и конкрет
ных (вербальных и невербальных) форм их реализации в различ
ных ситуациях общения. Но, несомненно, к этому нужно стремиться.
Объективным основанием для сопоставления культур явля
ются различия в системе ценностей, которые в целом составляют
и определяют картину мира и ментальное пространство сравнивае

мых культур. Важными являются отношения к пространству, вре
мени, деятельности и природе, а также представления о ценности
межличностных связей. Каждая культура имеет собственную, от
личную от других программу действий. Успешное деловое обще
ние с иностранными партнерами основано на знании националь
ной и профессиональной культуры друг друга.
Многие исследования указывают на перечень качеств, необхо
димых специалисту для его успешной деятельности в межкультурном пространстве, эти качества представлены в порядке приоритета:
- социальная компетентность;
- открытость и понимание позиций других;
- культурная адаптация;
- профессионализм;
- языковые умения и навыки;
- гибкость;
- способность управлять/работать в команде;
- независимость;
- мобильность;
- способность справляться со стрессами;
- терпение;
- восприимчивость.
Следует заметить, что профессиональное мастерство не стоит
в начале списка, в межкультурном пространстве гораздо важнее
такие качества, как понимание, открытость, соучастие и высокая
степень толерантности к окружающим. Познавая иноязычную
культуру, любому необходимо пройти стадии от незнания - осозна
ния - понимания до стадии синтеза культур, прежде чем о данном
человеке можно будет сказать как о бикультурной личности.
Как необходимое условие сознательной межкультурной ком
петенции отмечается способность коммуникантов сравнивать фе
номены чужой культуры со своим собственным мировидением,
находить между ними различия и общность, не давая при этом
оценки «хорошо и/или плохо», а интерпретировать их как «иное,
не такое, как у меня». Таким образом, формируется позитивное
отношение и вырабатывается поведенческая стратегия, способ

ствующая разрешению межкультурных конфликтов и лингвисти
ческих сбоев.
Решение указанных задач требует обращения к культурологи
ческим моделям и рассмотрения иностранного языка как части
инокультуры, инокультуросообразной системы, инокультуротворческого процесса.
Для анализа и решения проблем межкультурной ситуации,
а также развития эмпатических умений, мы будем использовать
культурологические модели, разработанные Гиртом Хофстеде, из
вестным социологом и специалистом по теории управления; Эд
вардом Холлом, американским антропологом, общепризнанным
основателем теории межкультурной коммуникации, а также гол
ландцем Фонсом Тромпенаарсом, много сделавшем для формиро
вания картины о том, как надо строить бизнес в разных странах.
В соответствии с концепциями этих авторов каждая культура име
ет свой набор ключевых культурных характеристик, определяющих
вербальное и невербальное поведение людей и соответственно
влияющих на межкультурное общение. С позиции культурологи
ческого подхода и его моделей особая роль в ситуациях межкультурного общения принадлежит восприятию и осмыслению ситуа
ции с позиции и перспективы собеседника. Это предполагает нали
чие знаний и умений, вырабатываемых в ходе целенаправленных,
скоординированных действий. Процесс формирования этих знаний
и умений состоит из четырех этапов (уровней):
1. «инструктаж» - информация о заданной культуре;
2. «культурная ассимиляция» - сравнение, понимание, усвоение;
3. «система критических ситуаций» - толкование ситуаций ис
ходя из перспективы заданной культуры;
4. «интеракция» - тренинг по взаимодействию - скетчи и ро
левые игры для стимулирования взаимодействия между предста
вителями разных культур.
Готовность к коммуникативной деятельности на иностранном
языке будет зависеть от того, насколько успешно трансформировались
языковые способности личности в коммуникативные в процессе
освоения материала и работы над заданиями предлагаемого пособия.

Part 1

Теоретические основы
межкультурной коммуникации

U n it I
C U L T U R E A N D IN T E R C U L T U R A L
C O M M U N IC A T IO N (ICC)
D efin in g culture
There are many definitions for the word c u l t u r e. Here, we
won’t use culture in the sense o f literature, music, and art, that consti
tute the so-called big «C» culture, but rather in the sense of a shared
system of attitudes, beliefs, values, and behavior. G. Hofstede has called
it ‘collective mental programming’, or the ‘software of the mind’1.
Various models have been used to illustrate the concept of culture.
It can be seen as an iceberg, for instance, with the tangible expressions
of culture and behavior above the surface of the water, and the under
lying attitudes, beliefs, values, and meanings below the surface. Depen
ding on the individual’s perspective, those involved in intercultural inte
ractions could be on a cruise liner approaching the iceberg, or the Titanic
about to crash into it.
The onion model sees layers of culture which can be peeled away
to reveal underlying basic assumptions.
The tree model contrasts visible and hidden culture, with the roots
providing an image of the historical origins of culture. Moving between
cultures is like transplanting a tree - to be successful, the roots have to
be protected, and support will be needed in the new environment.
1 Hofstede, G. (2011). Dimensionalizing Cultures: The Hofstede Model
in Context. Online Readings in Psychology and Culture, 2(1). URL: http://
dx.doi.org/10.9707/2307-0919.1014 (date of access: 03.03.2014).

Culture - the customs, beliefs, art, music, and all the other products
of human thought made by a particular group of people at a particular
time.
Culture is defined as the total way o f life o f people, composed
of their learned and shared behavior patterns, values, norms, and mate
rial objects. Culture is a very general concept. Nevertheless, culture has
very powerful effects on individual behavior, including communication
behavior. Not only do nationalities and ethnic groups have cultures (for
example, Japanese culture, Mexican culture, African-American culture,
etc.), but so do communities, organizations, and other systems.
The language that an individual speaks is a very important part
of cultural identification. In the past many immigrants to the United
States, once they or their children learned English, began to identify
with the new culture. This melting pot process assimilated the immi
grant cultures and languages into the general culture. Today, immigrants
to the United States continue speaking their native tongue for a longer
period of time, rejecting English, and thus are more likely to identify
with their immigrant culture.
B eliefs, A ttitu des, and Values
Culture is stored in individual human beings, in the form of their
beliefs, attitudes, and values.
Beliefs are an individual’s representations of the outside world.
Some beliefs are seen as very likely to be true. Others are seen as less
probable. Beliefs serve as the storage system for the content o f our
past experiences, including thoughts, memories. Beliefs are shaped
by the individual’s culture. When a belief is held by most members
of a culture we call it a cultural belief. Culture influences the percep
tions and behaviors of the individuals sharing the culture through be
liefs, values and norms. They are important building blocks of culture.
Not everyone in a society holds exactly the same cultural beliefs.
In other words, an individual’s culture does not totally determine his/
her beliefs. But the members of a society who share a common culture
have relatively more similar beliefs than do individuals of different cul

tures. For instance, most Japanese believe that gift giving is much more
important than do people in the United States. West African people
believe in magic and in the religious sacrifice of animals more than do
individuals in most other cultures.
Attitudes, like beliefs, are internal events and not directly obser
vable by other people. Attitudes are emotional responses to objects,
ideas, and people. Attitudes store these emotional responses in the same
way that beliefs store the content o f past events. People express
opinions, observable verbal behavior, and engage in other behaviors,
partially on the basis o f their attitudes and beliefs. Attitudes and beliefs
form a storage system for culture within the individual. Attitudes and
beliefs are internal and are not publicly observable. We cannot know
your attitudes or your beliefs directly, but we can observe what we say
(our expressed opinions) and what we do (our behavior). Many attitudes
are based on cultural values. In the United States, freedom is a dominant
value. In others, it’s just one value among others. The meaning of any
value, including freedom, differs across cultures.
Values are what people who share a culture regard strongly as good
or bad. Values have an evaluative component. They often concern
desired goals, such as the values of mature love, world peace. Values
also concern ways of behaving that lead to these goals, such as valuing
thrift, honesty, or speaking and acting quietly. Cultural values involve
judgments (they specify what is good or bad) and are normative (they
state or imply what should be).
In tercultural com m unication
Intercultural communication (ICC) is the term first used by Ed
ward T. Hall in 1959 and is simply defined as interpersonal communi
cation between members of different cultures. There is also another
term used by scholars - cross cultural communication (verbal and non
verbal) between people from different cultures; communication that
is influenced by cultural values, attitudes and behavior. We should dif
ferentiate these two concepts existing in the field of communication
theory: cross-cultural communication is simply a British term for inter-

cultural communication. Some may argue that cross-cultural communi
cation implies a comparison between cultures. Like many researchers
and educators we prefer less restrictive term.
So, what is intercultural communication about?
Intercultural communication can include international, interethnic,
interracial and interregional communication.
International communication takes place between nations and
governments rather than individuals; it is quite formal and ritualized.
The dialogue at the United Nations, for example, would be termed in
ternational communication. If Russian and American Presidents com
municate, there’s international communication, because this communi
cation takes place between two nations or countries.
Interethnic communication. Ethnic groups usually form their own
communities in a country or culture. Interethnic communication refers
to communication between people of the same race but different ethnic
background. For example in China, if a Tibetan communicates with a Han,
there’s interethnic communication, as they are from different ethnic
groups.
Interracial communication occurs when the source and the recei
ver exchanging messages are from different races, which pertains to
physical characteristic. For instance, if an Afro-American interacts with
a white American, it’s interracial communication. Interracial communi
cation may or may not be intercultural.
Interregional communication. This term refers to the exchange
of messages between members of the dominant culture within a country.
If a northerner interacts with a southerner, there’s interregional commu
nication. These are members of a culture sharing common messages
and experiences over a long period of time but living in different re
gions of the same country.
Intercultural communication as a phenomenon has the following
features:
- It is a universal phenomenon. It occurs everywhere in the world.
When a Russian student talks with an American teacher or sends email
to a foreigner, or even watches a foreign film or reads an English novel,
there’s an engagement in intercultural communication.

- The communication between cultures has been going on for thou
sands of years. The history of intercultural communication is almost
as long as human history itself. It dates back to when primitive nomadic
tribes started mingling with each other and later when thousands
of «gold-diggers» from Asian and European countries immigrated to
North America in search of wealth.
- Intercultural communication is a common daily occurrence. Today,
thousands of Russian students go abroad to study and millions of peop
le travel crossing countries’ borders. Many joint venture enterprises doing
business internationally come into being.
From an intercultural perspective, there are four developments that
were crucial to the rapid increase o f intercultural communication:
- Improvements in transportation technology.
- Developments in communication technology.
- Changes in mass migration patterns.
- Globalization of the world economy.
T he d evelopm en t o f IC C
as a science
Intercultural communication is a discipline with a fairly short history.
The pioneer in this field and founder of ICC study in the United
States is Edward Hall. In 1959 he conceptualized this new field in his
foundational book The Silent Language, which has since become
a classic.
Further investigations in this field can be traced in different direc
tions: psychological, sociological and linguistic. These directions use
different methods.
Social scientists apply inquiry forms to determine values and ste
reotypes among people of different groups. They examine human be
havior mainly in working environment and business communication.
The results obtained find application in intercultural trainings for per
sonnel of transnational corporations.
Needless to say that majority of culture specific stereotypes can be
analyzed according to Geert Hofstede’s cultural dimensions: Power

Distance, Individualism versus Collectivism, Masculinity versus Fe
mininity, Uncertainty Avoidance2.
Psychologists are interested in examining cultural values with re
gard to their influence on interpretation and characterization, as well
as determining the essence of particular behavioral stereotypes.
Linguistic approach is focused on finding language signals sho
wing intercultural communication. This approach tries to reveal the con
text of communication and then define mechanisms for leveling misun
derstanding.
Recent decades have witnessed the development of discourse ap
proach in linguistic study. For example, formal business writing differs
in structure, manner and terms depending on a cultural context.
Often, cross-cultural linguistic investigations take form of a com
parative linguistic analysis of two culturally opposed groups using one
common language code. Debora Tannen in her work You Just Don t
Understand, 1990 describes the peculiarities of communication beha
vior based on gender roles.
Top w ork s and scholars in ICC
The following works are regarded as the top works on ICC:
Landis & Brislin (eds.): Handbook o f Intercultural Communica
tion Training, 1983.
Samover & Porter (eds.): Intercultural Communication: A Reader,
(1972).
Hofstede: Culture’s Consequences, 1980.
Brislin: Cross-cultural Encounters, 1981.
Brislin: Cross-cultural Orientation Programs, 1976.
Hall: Beyond Culture, 1976.
Brislin, Bochner & Lonner: Cross-cultural Perspectives on Lear
ning, 1975.
Triandis (ed.): Handbook o f Cross-cultural Psychology, 1979.
2 Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, eds. J. William Breslin
and Jeffery Z. Rubin (Cambridge: The Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law
School, 1991). Pp. 251-260.

Fumham: Cultural Shock, 1986.
Fumham: Culture in Contact, 1982. (Hu Wenzhong, 1999, p.23).
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) What is Intercultural Communication (ICC)?
b) Why is ICC so increasingly important today?
c) How was the study of ICC developed?
d) What are the potential problems of ICC?
II. Think and say:
e) Have you ever experienced any intercultural communication barriers?
If yes, how did you deal with them?
f) Have you experienced any communication problems with the oppo
site sex?

U n it II
SO C IA L A N D P S Y C H O L O G IC A L A SP E C T S
O F IC C
C ultural Identity
As part of the socialization process, from childhood people learn
to view themselves as members of particular groups. Also, people are
taught about groups to which they do not belong, and they often learn
that certain groups should be avoided. This tendency to identify as a mem
ber of some groups, called in-groups, and to distinguish these in-groups
from out-groups is so prevalent in human thinking that it has been
described as a universal human tendency. Scholars are investigating
the role o f new m edia in supporting or dim inishing this tendency
to define others as either part of our own in-group or as part o f our
out-group.
Cultural identity refers to one’s sense of belonging to a particular
culture or ethnic group. It is formed in a process that results from mem
bership in a particular culture, and it involves learning about and accep12

ting the traditions, heritage, language, religion, ancestry, aesthetics, thin
king patterns, and social structures of a culture. That is, people inter
nalize the beliefs, values, norms, and social practices of their culture
and identify with that culture as part of their self-concept.
Social identity develops as a consequence of memberships in parti
cular groups within one’s culture. The characteristics and concerns com
mon to most members of such social groups shape the way individuals
view their characteristics. The types of groups with which people identify
can vary widely and might include perceived similarities due to age,
gender, work, religion, ideology, social class, place (neighborhood, re
gion, and nation), and common interests.
Personal identity is based on people’s unique characteristics, which
may differ from those of others in their cultural and social groups. You
view yourself as studious or sociable, goofy or gracious; and most assu
redly you have abilities, talents, quirks, and preferences that differ from
those of others.
The Form ation o f C ultural Identity
Cultural identities often develop through a process involving three
stages: unexamined cultural identity, cultural identity search, and cul
tural identity - achievement. During the unexamined cultural identity
stage, one’s cultural characteristics are taken for granted, and conse
quently there is little interest in exploring cultural issues. Some people
may not have explored the meanings and consequences of their cultural
membership but may simply have accepted preconceived ideas about
it that were obtained from parents, the community, the mass media,
and others. Consequently, some individuals may unquestioningly ac
cept the prevailing stereotypes held by others and may internalize com
mon stereotypes of their own culture and of themselves.
G en d er Identity
Gender is not the same as biological sex. This distinction is impor
tant in understanding how our views on biological sex influence gender
identities. We communicate our gender identity, and popular culture

tells us what it means to be a man or a woman. For example, some
activities are considered more masculine or more feminine. Similarly,
the programs that people watch on television - soap operas, football
games, and so on - affect how they socialize with others and come to
understand what it means to be a man or a woman. Our expression
of gender identity not only communicates who we think we are but also
constructs a sense of who we want to be. We learn what masculinity and
femininity mean in our culture, and we negotiate how we communicate
our gender identity to others.
Gender means different things in different cultures. For example,
single women cannot travel freely in many Muslim countries. And gen
der identity for many Muslim women means that the sphere of activity
and power is primarily in the home and not in public.
A ge Identity
As we age, we tap into cultural notions of how someone our age
should act, look, and behave, that is we establish an age identity. These
feelings stem from an understanding of what age means and how we
identify with that age. Our notions of age and youth are all based on
cultural conventions and they change as we grow older. Different gene
rations often have different philosophies, values, and ways of speaking.
R acial and E th n ic Identity
The issue of race is the topic of many public discussions, from
television talk shows to talk radio. Most scientists now agree that there
are more physical similarities than differences among so-called races,
and have abandoned a strict biological basis for classifying racial groups.
Instead, taking a more social scientific approach to understanding race,
they recognize that racial categories like White and Black are construc
ted in social and historical contexts. Several arguments have been ad
vanced to refute the physiological basis for classifying racial groups.
Racial categories vary widely throughout the world. There’s more
a cultural, rather than a biological, basis for racial classification. Racial

identities, then, are based to some extent on physical characteristics,
but they are also constructed in fluid social contexts. One’s ethnic iden
tity reflects a set o f ideas about one’s own ethnic group membership.
It typically includes several dimensions: self-identification, knowledge
about the ethnic culture (traditions, customs, values, behaviors), and
feelings about belonging to a particular ethnic group.
R eligious Identity
Religious identity is an important dimension of many people’s iden
tities, as well as a common source of intercultural conflict. Often, reli
gious identity gets confused with racial/ethnic identity, which means
it can be problematic to view religious identity simply in terms of be
longing to a particular religion. Drawing distinct lines between various
identities - racial, ethnic, religious, class, national, regional - can lead
to stereotyping. Intercultural communication among religious groups
also can be problematic. Religious differences have been at the root of
conflicts from the Middle East, to Northern Ireland, to India/Pakistan,
to Bosnia-Herzegovina. The conflict can result from the imposition of
one religion’s beliefs on others who may not share those beliefs.
M u lticu ltu ral Identity
Today, a growing number of people do not have clear racial, ethnic,
or national identities. These are people who live «on the borders»
between various cultural groups. While they may feel torn between
different cultural traditions, they also may develop a multicultural iden
tity - an identity that transcends one particular culture - and feel equal
ly at home in several cultures. Sometimes, this multicultural identity
develops as a result of being born or raised in a multiracial home. These
people may feel as if they live on the cultural fringe, struggling
with two sets of cultural realities and sometimes being asked to choose
one racial identity over the other. But the exposure to more than one
culture’s norms and values often leads to a flexible and adaptable sense
of identity - a multicultural identity.

E thnocentrism
Ethnocentrism is the degree to which individuals judge other cul
tures as inferior to their own culture. The concept of ethnocentrism may
be divided into two parts: the belief in the superiority of one’s own
group and the consequent belief that other groups are inferior. It is quite
natural to feel that one’s own group is the best, whether a country or
a culture. The problems arise not from feeling pride in one’s own cultu
re but from drawing the unnecessary conclusion that other cultures are
inferior.
Ethnocentrism is a block to effective intercultural communication,
it is not just an intellectual matter of making comparisons with another
culture; emotions are involved. The symbols of one’s ethnicity, religion,
or national in-group become objects o f pride, while the symbols of an
out-group (a flag, for example) become objects of contempt and hatred.
Out-group members are perceived as inferior and perhaps immoral.
Even the word forforeigner in most languages is negative, implying
something that is undesirable. At least some degree of ethnocentrism is
almost always involved in intercultural communication and is a barrier
to communication effectiveness.
P rejudice and D iscrim ination
Prejudice is an unfounded attitude toward an out-group based on
a com parison with one’s in-group. It is a negative attitude toward
a cultural group based on little or no experience. Whereas stereotypes
tell us what a group is like, prejudice tells us how we are likely to feel
about that group. It often consists of judgments made about an indivi
dual based on assumptions about the out-groups that individual is pre
sumed to represent.
But prejudice fills some social functions. One such function is the
adjustment function, whereby people hold certain prejudices because it
may lead to social rewards. People want to be accepted and liked by
their cultural groups, and if they need to reject members of another
group to do so, then prejudice serves a certain function. Another function
is the ego-defensive function, whereby people may hold certain preju

dices because they don’t want to admit certain things about themselves.
For example, part of belonging to some religious groups might require
holding certain prejudices against other religious groups.
When a negative attitude toward an out-group is translated into
action, the resulting behavior is called discrimination, defined as the
process of treating individuals unequally on the basis of their ethnicity,
gender, age, sexual orientation, or other characteristics. Prejudice is an
attitude, while discrimination is overt behavior to exclude, avoid, or dis
tance oneself from other groups.
S tereotyping
Another barrier to intercultural communication is stereotypes,
which develop as part of our everyday thought processes. Stereotypes
are widely held beliefs about a group of people and are a form of gene
ralization - a way o f categorizing and processing information we
receive about others in our daily life. They may be both positive and
negative. But stereotypes help us know what to expect from and how to
react to others. We pick up stereotypes in different ways from the media
or family. Stereotypes often operate at an unconscious level and people
need to work at rejecting them. This process involves several steps:
1) recognizing the negative stereotypes (we all have them), and 2) ob
taining individual information that can counteract the stereotype.
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) How does history help you understand who you are?
b) What do you consider to be your identity? Describe your cultural
identity.
c) In your opinion, aside from «Where are you from?» what questions
might strangers ask that can be irritating to some people?
II. Write an essay about some of the stereotypes that foreigners have
about Russians and Americans. Include in it: where do these stereotypes come
from? How do they develop? How do these stereotypes influence communica
tion between Americans/Russians and people from other countries?

III.
Task: look for advertisements in popular newspapers and maga
zines. Analyze the ads to see if you can identify the societal values that they
appeal to.

U n it III
A D JU S T IN G TO A N E W C ULTU R E
Transform ation o f a person w h ile adjusting
to a new setting
When going abroad with educational purpose students can experi
ence some difficulties in relation to communication, learning the ways
of academic life, maintaining self-esteem, gaining acceptance and ma
king friends, and balancing group memberships and loyalties.
Cultural adjustment is like a roller coaster ride with many ups and
downs. Over time people’s reactions to living in another culture can
change. Time is needed to get accustomed and adjusted, and this process
can be difficult and painful. Sometimes there are surprises in people’s
cultural adaptation to a new country.
U np redictable C ultural A djustm ents
Some newcomers to a society do well in their first year o f cultural
adjustment. However, they may have a more difficult time later. Those
who had problems from at the beginning may actually find the second
year easier because they are accustomed to solving problems. They expect
difficulties and aren’t surprised by them.
Sometimes people come to a second culture speaking the new
language very well, but still do not have an easy adjustment. These
people think that because they have a good grasp of the language, they
will not have much difficulty. In addition, if people think that the new
country is very similar to their country of origin, they may actually
adapt more slowly, as they only imagine the similarity between the two
cultures. Therefore they may deny that differences exist. Cultural diffe
rences do not go away just because a person denies that they exist.

A R id e on a R oller C oaster
Living in a different culture is like riding a roller coaster: one can
experience both elevation and depression in a very short period. People
can vacillate between loving and hating the new country. Often there is
an initial period when newcomers feel enthusiasm and excitement.
The cultural differences they experience first can be fascinating rather
than troubling, and there is often a high level of interest and motivation.
However, after a while, the newness and strangeness of being in another
country can influence emotions in a negative way.
When people are immersed in a new culture, a culture shock is
a typical response. People feel bewildered and disoriented at times. This
is normal when people neither speak the language nor understand
the details of daily behavior. The newcomer may be unsure about when
to shake hands or when to embrace. In some cases, it may even be diffi
cult to know when a person means «yes» or «no».
After all, people can become overwhelmed when deprived of every
thing that was once familiar. Stress, fatigue and tension are common
symptoms of culture shock. In most cases, however, at least a partial adjust
ment takes place. This adjustment (even if incomplete) allows the new
comer to function and sometimes succeed in the new country. Certain
ly, there are many examples of successful adjustment among refugees,
immigrants, and others who have settled in different foreign countries.
F rom H oneym oon to C ulture Shock
Five stages characterize adjustment process and each stage involves
symptoms or outward signs typifying certain kinds of behavior:
1. Honeymoon period: Initially many people are fascinated and
excited by everything in the new culture. The newcomer is elated to be
experiencing a new culture. Interestingly, this level of elation may not
be reached again.
2. Culture shock: The individuals are immersed in new problems:
housing, transportation, employment, shopping, and language. Mental
fatigue results from continuously straining to understand the new lan
guage and culture.

3. Initial adjustment: Everyday activities such as housing and shop
ping are no longer maj or problems. The visitors may not yet be fluent in the
spoken language, but they can now express their basic ideas and feelings.
4. Mental isolation: Individuals have been away from their family
and good friends for a long time and may feel lonely. Many cannot
express themselves as well as they could in their native language. Frustra
tion and sometimes a loss o f self-confidence result. Some individuals
remain at this stage, particularly if they haven’t been able to find a job.
5. Acceptance and integration: A routine (work, business, or school)
has been established. The newcomers have become accustomed to the
habits, customs, foods, and characteristics of the people in the new cul
ture. They feel comfortable with friends, associates, and the language
in the new country.
Individuals experience the stages o f adjustment in different ways.
Some people never experience a «honeymoon» period because the cir
cumstances of their coming to a new country may have been too pain
ful. In addition, certain stages last longer for some than for others, de
pending on such factors as the newcomers’ personality, age, language
and cultural competence, support from family and friends, financial
situation, job status, and motivation for being in the new country.
Here are typical «symptoms» of having problems with adjustment
to the new culture: homesickness, inability to work well, too much
eating, drinking, or sleeping, anger toward the members of the new
culture, glorifying the native culture and emphasizing the negative in
the new culture, withdrawal and avoidance of contact with people from
the new culture, lack of ability to deal with even small problems.
Sometimes newcomers are eager to integrate («going native») and
choose to give up their own culture. Others are fearful of cultural change
and cling even more strongly to their own cultural traditions. In the long
term, maintaining a balance between two cultural patterns of behavior
and beliefs can be helpful.
A ssim ilation and A cculturation
Assimilation is the degree to which an individual relinquishes an
original culture for another. When individuals are assimilated into

a mainstream culture, they lose their previous culture. The assimilation
process usually occurs as an immigrant gradually learns the language
of the host culture, forms friendships with a network of host nationals
rather than with fellow immigrants, becomes increasingly exposed to
the mass media of the host nation, and gradually cuts ties and identifi
cation with the original homeland. This assimilation process may occur
over two or more generations. Some cul-tures resist any acculturation
into the host society even after many, many generations.
Acculturation is the process through which an individual is socia
lized into a new culture while retaining many aspects of a previous
culture. In contrast to assimilation, the acculturated individual becomes
a mixture of two or more cultures. The process of acculturation incor
porates similar stages as the stranger modifies some aspects of the origi
nal culture, retains others, and adopts some of the norms of the new
culture. Acculturation involves a less complete integration of an indivi
dual into the host culture than does assimilation.
T h e R ole and Im pacts o f the M ass M ed ia
Intercultural communication scholars are particularly interested in
whether the media help (1) to maintain an individual’s culture or (2)
to assimilate the individual into the broader society in which the indi
vidual is living.
The media are major players in communicating culture. Because
culture is not stagnant, the means o f communicating attitudes and
values often create their own contributions to the culture. The media as
an institution reinforce a culture’s beliefs and values, and can also gene
rate new attitudes that become part of the general culture. Television
influenced nonverbal behavior, family interactions, and leisure patterns.
Most individuals rely on the mass media for perceptions of others with
whom they do not have regular interpersonal contact. Thus the media
play a major role in forming and maintaining stereotypes. In an ideal
world, the media would serve as mirrors of society, accurately conveying
the reality of different cultures to their audience.
The effects o f the mass media on intercultural relations are not
easy to characterize. Today, new communication technologies support

the creation of interest groups that often promote their own interests to
the exclusion of all others.
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) Why can adjusting to a new culture be so painful?
b) What stages of adjustment process can you define?
c) In your opinion, how assimilation and acculturation differ?
d) In your opinion, how can mass media impact on people’s cultural
perception be controlled?
II. Task:
Describe in writing your ideas about the possible easing of culture shock
effects.

U n it IV
B A R R IE R S TO C O M M U N IC A T IO N
Critical incidents are defined as extreme behavior, either out
standingly effective or ineffective with respect to attaining the general
aims of the activity. It is well known that extreme critical incidents can
be more accurately identified than behavior which is more nearly average
in character.
Critical incidents used in cross-cultural training are brief descrip
tions of situations in which there is a misunderstanding, problem, or
conflict arising from cultural differences between interacting parties or
where there is a problem of cross-cultural adaptation. Each incident
gives only enough information to set the stage, describe what happened,
and possibly provide the feelings and reactions of the parties involved.
It does not explain the cultural differences that the parties bring to the
situation. These are discovered or revealed as part of the exercise.
Examples of critical incidents used for intercultural training purpo
ses can be found in the second part of this textbook.
The purpose of them is to confront participants with examples of
the kinds of difficult, confusing, frustrating problems or conflict situa

tions they can expect to encounter in interacting with people from
another culture or adjusting to a new culture.
Objectives of the exercise are to:
- Increase awareness of their own typical, idiosyncratic, or cultu
rally determined interpretations and explanations of others’ behavior
and their own attitudes and responses in situations such as the ones
described.
- Draw out, compare, and analyze the various interpretations and
perceptions of participants, resource persons, and staff.
- Clarify the cultural differences in the incidents that might have
contributed to the misunderstandings, problems, and conflicts or influ
ence the various interpretations and explanations of the participants and
resource people.
- Assist understanding o f the diversity among members of each
culture as well as normative differences between the cultures.
- Help achieve the understanding necessary to behave more appro
priately and effectively in similar situations.
- Enlarge awareness of the kinds of things people need to learn and
motivate them to continue learning.
- Provide the basis for engaging in role plays that will build skill
in handling problematic cross-cultural situations.
The basic assumption behind the development of a generally appli
cable set of training materials is that there are extensive commonalities
in the experiences of people who interact with culturally different others.
These commonalities occur despite differences in the exact place where
the extensive intercultural interaction takes place. To explore these com
monalities 18 themes were identified which are central to understanding
people’s cross-cultural interactions. These 18 themes provide a frame
work for the analysis o f specific experiences people have during their
cross-cultural interaction. The 18 themes themselves are grouped accor
ding to three broader categories: emotional experiences, knowledge
areas, and the bases o f cultural differences3.
3 Brislin, R. (2008). Working with cultural differences: Dealing effectively
with diversity in the workplace. Westport, CN: Greenwood.

A.
People’s emotional experiences brought about by encoun
ters with cultural differences
1. Anxiety

Since people will encounter many unfami
liar demands, they will be anxious about
whether or not their behavior is appropriate.

2. Disconfirmed
expectancies

People may become upset not because of
the exact set of situations they encounter
in the host culture, but because those situa
tions differ from those which they expected.

3. Belonging

People want to feel accepted by others and
want to feel «at home», but they often can
not since they have the status of outsiders.

4. Ambiguity

The messages people receive in other cultu
res are often unclear.

5. Confrontation
People discover that previous attitudes which
with one s prejudices they learned during their socialization in
their own countries simply are not useful
when interacting in another culture.
B.
Knowledge areas which incorporate many specific crosscultural differences and which sojourners find hard to understand
6. Work

Many cultural differences are encountered
in the work place, such as attitudes toward
creative effort and the proper relationship
between on-task time and social interaction.

7. Time and space

Varying attitudes exist regarding the impor
tance o f being «on time» to meetings, as
well as the proper spatial orientation people
adopt when interacting with each other.

. Language

Perhaps the most obvious problem to over
come in crossing cultural boundaries is that
of language differences. Attitudes toward
language use, and the difficulties of lear-

ning language as it is actually spoken rather
than «read from a book», are part o f this
knowledge area.
9. Roles

Sojourners are accustomed to a set of gene
ralizations regarding who plays what roles,
or performs various sets o f related beha
viors, because o f long experience in their
own culture. Examples of roles are the fami
ly provider, the boss, the volunteer, the lea
der, and so forth. Large differences exist
with respect to the occupants of these roles,
and how the roles are enacted, in other cul
tures.

10. Importance
o f the group and
the importance
o f the individual

All people act at times because of their in
dividual interests, and other times because
of their membership in groups. The relative
emphasis on individual and group allegian
ces varies from culture to culture.

11. Rituals and
superstitions

All cultures have rituals to meet the needs
of people as they cope with life’s everyday
demands, and people in all cultures engage
in behaviors that outsiders can easily call
«superstitions».

12. Hierarchies:
class and status

The relative importance placed on class
distinctions, and the markers of high versus
low status, differ from culture to culture.

13. Values

People’s experiences with broad areas such
as religion, economics, politics, aesthetics,
and interpersonal relationships become in
ternalized. Understanding these internali
zed views, called values, is critical in crosscultural adjustment.

C.
The bases of cultural difference, especially concerning how
people in different cultures think about and evaluate information
14. Categorization

Since not all pieces o f information can be
attended to, people group bits of informa
tion into categories for more efficient orga
nization. People in different cultures place
the same individual elements into different
categories (e. g., who is a friend, what a good
worker does), causing confusion for people
accustomed to any one given set of categories.

15. Differentiation

One result of increased interest in, or impor
tance of, a certain knowledge area is that
more and more information is differentiated
within that area such that new categories
are formed. Examples are the types of obli
gations which accompany various types of
interpersonal relationships, and the various
ways to overcome red tape. If outsiders do
not differentiate information in the same
manner as hosts, they may be treated as
naive or ignorant.

16. In-groupout-group
distinction

In-groups refer to people with whom interaction is sought. Out-group members are
held at a distance and are often the targets
of rejection. People entering another cultu
re have to be sensitive to the fact that they
will often be out-group members, and that
there are some behaviors associated with
in-group membership in which they will
never participate.

17. Change and
growth,
self-improvement

Even though people desire change and improvement, the style in which they best
learn new information differs from culture
to culture.

18. Attribution

People observe the behavior o f others, and
they also reflect upon their own behavior.
Judgments about the causes of behavior are
called attributions. The same behavior,
such as a suggestion for how a proposal
can be improved, may be judged as help
ful in one culture but insulting in another.

The critical incident technique is essentially a procedure for gathe
ring certain important facts concerning behavior in defined situations.
It should be emphasized that the critical incident technique does not
consist o f a single rigid set of rules governing such data collection.
Rather it should be thought of as a flexible set of principles which must
be modified and adapted to meet the specific situation at hand.

C ollectin g ‘critical in cid en t’ data
through interview ing
The critical interview technique is a qualitative interview procedu
re, which facilitates the investigation of significant occurrences (events,
incidents, process or issues), identified by the respondent, the way they
are managed, and the outcomes in terms of perceived effects. The objec
tive is to gain an understanding o f the incident from the perspective of
the individual, taking into account cognitive, affective and behavioral
elements.
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) What is critical incident?
b) What is the purpose of critical incidents exercise?
c) What are the strengths and weaknesses of the critical incidents method
for intercultural training?
d) What is the difference between a critical incident and a case?
e) Why is reflection so important in coping with the problem of cultural
clash?

II. Task:
Read the article The challenges faced while coming to terms with an in
tercultural identity - https://miccases.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/no-goingback-e28093-coming-to-terms-with-an-intercultural-identity.pdf
Answer the questions:
- Can you describe the first cultural shock experienced by the student?
- What was his second cultural shock in?
- Which of these two shocks was the most influential? Why?
- How did the author resolve his personal conflict with himself?

U nit V
ED W A R D H A L L ’S PR O X E M IC S
Space
The use of space functions as an important communication system
in all cultures. Cultures are organized in some spatial pattern, and that
pattern can reveal the character of the people in that culture. Two impor
tant features o f the way cultures use the space around them are the dif
ferent needs for personal space and the messages that are used to indi
cate territoriality.
C ultural D ifferences in the U se o f P ersonal Space
Wherever you go, whatever you do, you are surrounded at all
moments by a personal space «bubble».
Proxemics is nonverbal communication that involves space. Edward
Hall, who coined the term proxemics4to refer to the study of how people
differ in their use of personal space, suggested that people interact within
four spacial zones or distance ranges: intimate, personal, social, and pub
lic. These proxemic zones are characterized by differences in the ways
that people relate to one another and in the behaviors that typify the com
munication that will probably occur in them.
4 Hall, E. (1966). The Hidden Dimension. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday.

Personal space distances are culture specific. People from colder
climates, for instance, typically use large physical distances when they
communicate, whereas those from warm weather climates prefer close
distances. The personal space bubbles for northern Europeans are there
fore large, and people expect others to keep their distance. The personal
space bubbles for Europeans get smaller and smaller, however, as one
travels south toward the Mediterranean. Indeed, the distance that is
regarded as intimate in Germany, Scandinavia, and England overlaps
with what is regarded as a normal conversational distance in France
and the Mediterranean countries of Italy, Greece, and Spain. Thus, when
an Italian and a Norwegian attempt to have a simple informal conversa
tion, for example, the Italian tries to move closer - into his comfort zone
for such conversation - whereas the Norwegian continually tries to move
backward in an attempt to maintain the «correct» conversational dis
tance. The resulting interaction, which might look like a slow-motion
dance across the room, could be comical except that it results in nega
tive evaluations on both sides; the Norwegian thinks his southern Euro
pean counterpart is «too close for comfort», whereas the Italian regards
his northern European neighbor as - «too distant and aloof».
The habitual use of the culturally proper spacing distance is accom
panied by a predictable level and kind of sensory information. For examp
le, if the standard cultural spacing distance in a personal conversation
with an acquaintance is about three feet, people will become accusto
med to the sights, sounds, and smells of others that are usually acquired
at that distance. For someone who is accustomed to a larger spacing
distance, at three feet the voices will sound too loud, it might be possible
to smell the other person’s breath, the other person will seem too dose
and perhaps out of the «normal» focal range, and the habitual ways of
holding the body may no longer work. Then, the culturally learned cues
that are so helpful within one’s culture can become a hindrance. As
Edward Hall (1966) suggested, «Since most people don’t think about
personal distance as something that is culturally patterned, foreign spa
tial cues are almost inevitably misinterpreted. This can lead to bad fee
lings which are then projected onto the people from the other culture in
a most personal way. When a foreigner appears aggressive and pushy,

or remote and cold, it may mean only that her or his personal distance is
different from yours».
C ultural D ifferences In T erritoriality
People mark their territories in a variety o f ways. Cultural differen
ces in territoriality can be exhibited in three ways.
First, cultures can differ in the general degree of territoriality that
its members tend to exhibit. Some cultures are far more territorial than
others. For instance, as Hall pointed out in his comparison of Germans
and French: «People like the Germans are highly territorial; they barri
cade themselves behind heavy doors and soundproof walls to try to seal
themselves from others in order to concentrate on their work. The French
have a close personal distance and are not as territorial. They are tied
to people and thrive on constant interaction and high-information now
to provide them the context they need».
Second, cultures can differ in the range o f possible places or spaces
about which they are territorial. A comparison of European Americans
with Germans, for example, reveals that both groups are highly territo
rial. Both have a strong tendency to establish areas that they consider to
be their own. In Germany, however, this feeling of territoriality extends
to «all possessions, including the automobile. If a German’s car is
touched, it is as though the individual himself has been touched».
Finally, cultures can differ in the typical reactions exhibited in res
ponse to invasions or contaminations of their territory. Members of some
cultures prefer to react by with drawing or avoiding confrontations whe
never possible. Others respond by insulating themselves from the pos
sibility of territorial invasion, using barriers or other boundary markers.
Still others react forcefully and vigorously in an attempt to defend their
«turf» and their honor.
Space also affects who talks to whom. For example, employees in
an office whose desks are located closer are more likely to communi
cate. Families who live in neighboring homes are more likely to become
friends than those who live farther away, even though the spatial differ
ence may be negligible. New communication technologies like the Inter

net may overcome the effect of spatial distance on the frequency of
communication.
Touch
Touch is probably the most basic component of human communi
cation. It is experienced long before we are able to see and speak, and it is
a fundamental part of the human experience.
T he M eanings o f Touch
Some scholars concluded to identify five meanings of touch that
are important in understanding the nature o f intercultural communica
tion. Touch is often used to indicate affect, the expression of positive and
negative feelings and emotions. Protection, reassurance, support, hat
red, dislike, and disapproval are all conveyed through touch; hugging,
stroking, kissing, slapping, hitting, and kicking are all ways in which
these messages can be conveyed. Touch is frequently used as a meaning
o f control. «Stay here», «Move over» and similar messages are commu
nicated through touch.
C ultural D ifferences in Touch
Cultures differ in the overall amount of touching they prefer. Peop
le from high-contact cultures such as those in the Middle East, Latin
America, and southern Europe touch each other in social conversations
much more than do people from noncontact cultures such as Asia and
northern Europe. These cultural differences can lead to difficulties in intercultural communication.
Germans, Scandinavians, and Japanese, for example, may be percei
ved as cold and aloof by Brazilians and Italians, who in turn may be re
garded as aggressive, pushy, and overly familiar by northern Europeans.
Cultures also differ in where people can be touched. In Thailand and
Malaysia, for instance, the head should not be touched because it is con
sidered to be sacred and the locus of a person’s spiritual and intellectual
powers. In the United States, the head is far more likely to be touched.

Cultures vary in their expectations about who touches whom. In
Japan there are deeply held feelings against the touch of a stranger.
These expectations are culture specific, and even cultures that exist near
one another can have very different norms. Among the Chinese, for
instance, shaking hands among people of the opposite sex is perfectly
acceptable; among many Malay, it is not. Indeed, for those who practice
the Muslim religion, casual touching between members of the opposite
sex is strictly forbidden. Both men and women have to cleanse them
selves ritually before praying if they happen to make physical contact
with someone of the opposite sex. In some places there are legal restric
tions against public displays of hugging and kissing, even among mar
ried couples. However, this social taboo refers only to opposite-sex
touching; it is perfectly acceptable for two women to hold hands or for
men to walk arm in arm.
Finally, cultures differ in the settings or occasions in which touch
is acceptable. Business meetings, street conversations, and household
settings all evoke different norms for what is considered appropriate.
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) What is the essence of proxemics?
b) What are the main objectives of CI exercises?
c) Why is the meaning of touch different in different cultures?
II. Tasks:
d) Think about your attitude toward touch. Does it differ from general
Russian perception? American or European perception?
e) Tell how your knowledge of E. Hall’s concept of touch can help in
preventing possible cultural misunderstanding when travelling abroad.

U n it VI
IC C A N D P O L IT IC A L W O R L D
In his book Negotiating Across Cultures: Communication Obstacles
in International Diplomacy5, R. Cohen argues that cross-cultural diffe
rences have significant effects on diplomatic negotiations. Failure to
understand and appreciate these differences can have serious conse
quences for negotiations.
C ultural D ifferences
«Diplomatic negotiation consists of a process of communication
between states seeking to arrive at a mutually acceptable outcome on
some issue of shared concern» [Cohen, p. 7]. This process of communi
cation can be profoundly affected by differing cultural conventions, norms,
meanings, assumptions, ideals and perceptions. Cohen rejects the notion
that a single international diplomatic culture has developed, which makes
diplomats’ native cultures largely irrelevant.
In intercultural communication a distinction should be made bet
ween the form and content of a message. The form of the message serves
to encode its meaning. Understanding a message is a matter of the re
ceiver correctly decoding it, so that the receiver’s intention matches the
sender’s meaning. Cultural similarity provides a shared frame of referen
ce, while individuals from divergent cultures are more likely to have
different experiences and frames of reference.
Cohen identifies several very basic, very general differences bet
ween cultures. First is the contrast between cultures with an individua
listic ethos and cultures which emphasize interdependence and collec
tive identity. In collectivist cultures, communication tends to be very
context-sensitive. Communication forms emphasize politeness, relation
ship-building, tact, and even indirectness. Individualistic cultures deemphasize the communication context and personal relationships. Commu
5Cohen, R. Negotiating Across Cultures: Communication Obstacles in Inter
national Diplomacy. Washington, D. C.: United States Institute of Peace Press, 1991.

nication is direct and explicit, with little patience for rhetoric, allusion,
or complex etiquette.
Another important contrast is between cultures with polychronic and
monochronic concepts o f time. Monochronic cultures tend to regiment
time. Schedules and timetables are given great weight. Haste is a virtue.
Such cultures are future-oriented; the past is important only insofar as it
affects present and future plans. Polychronic cultures take a more leisu
rely view of time. Time moves in greater and lesser cycles, independent
of human wants. Patience and steadiness are virtues. Polychronic cul
tures tend to have a richer sense of the past; past events live on in the
present. Cohen calls collectivist, polychronic cultures high-context cul
tures. Individualistic, monochronic cultures are then low-context.
According to Cohen models of negotiations which take an instru
mental approach to negotiation, which emphasize separating people from
issues, and which prioritize creating efficient, maximally beneficial out
comes, may seem foreign to cultures that place primary value in human
relationships and have a less urgent sense of time.
Not every issue is negotiable. National pride and the necessity
of equal treatment are non-negotiable issues for most countries. Collec
tivist cultures may be especially sensitive to perceived slights or insults.
Most cultures will be extremely reluctant to negotiate sovereignty
issues. However different cultures focus their need for sovereignty in
different areas. Often past events come to symbolize wounded national
pride. Being associated with such events can provoke stiff resistance.
States which were once under colonial rule are often sensitive to any
thing reminiscent of colonialism. The presence of foreign military, for
example, may be a non-negotiable issue to such states.
North American and Northern European nations tend to treat matters
of human rights as non-negotiable issues. Many of the other nations do
not attach such basic importance to human rights.
Stages o f N egotiation
Cohen explores the effects of cultural differences in the four diffe
rent phases of the negotiation process. They are the preparation phase,
and the beginning, middle and end phases of negotiations.

For high-contrast negotiators, the preparatory stage focuses on
building personal relationships with the other side. Accustomed to acting
within a rich network of interdependent relations, high-context negotia
tors start by attempting to build such a network with the opponent.
Low-context cultures see issues as separable from personal relations,
and prefer to act in relatively anonymous ways. High-context cultures
also tend to take a long-term view, focusing on cultivating and impro
ving the parties’ relationship. Low-context cultures tend to have a more
short-term focus on the issue at hand.
Maintaining face (reputation or honor) is generally more impor
tant in high-context cultures than in low-context. High-context negotia
tors generally try to minimize uncertainty and to prevent crises, con
frontations, and surprises. Low-context cultures are less concerned with
issues of face, and so are more open to uncertainty, competition and
confrontation.
The beginning phase of negotiations can be complicated by diffe
rences between hierarchical and egalitarian cultures. Egalitarian cul
tures assume negotiations will proceed by the parties taking turns pre
senting their concerns, and reciprocating initiatives in kind. Low-context negotiators tend to open negotiations by first setting forth their
position, assuming that the other side will respond by stating their oppo
sing position. Low-context cultures view declaring an opening position
to be risky and confrontational. The opening positions reveal the par
ty’s interests. When this statement of positions is not reciprocated it
gives the reticent party an advantage. Hierarchical cultures may view
the parties’ relationship as that of supplicant to superior, and so be «quite
happy to demand one-sided concessions in payment of a supposed
moral debt or as the duty of the stronger party» [Cohen, p. 84]. Also,
low-context negotiators are likely to rely on the factual-inductive mode
of persuasion, which focuses on examining the facts at hand and craf
ting a conclusion to fit those facts. High context negotiators may prefer
the axiomatic-deductive mode of persuasion, which seeks agreement on
general principles and then applies those principles to the case at hand.
Low context cultures such as the U. S. expect that the middle phase
will be a period of bargaining, a process of trade-offs and concessions
in which the parties gradually converge on a shared position. Many

high context cultures see such a process of «haggling» as appropriate
to price negotiations, but inappropriate to matters of principle. High
status individuals do not lower themselves to haggle over small points.
Polychronic cultures are usually willing to draw out the middle
phase, and monochronic cultures are in more of a hurry to reach an
agreement. Monochronic cultures are often at some disadvantage when
negotiating with polychronic cultures, since their greater sense of ur
gency will prompt them to make greater concessions in order to close
the deal quickly.
Collectivist cultures tend to base authority relations on the fatherchild model. Authority is centralized, hierarchical, and tends to be ab
solute. Individualist cultures tend to disperse power and authority, and
to encourage questions and even challenges to authority. The American
system of governmental checks and balances is typical of an individualist
culture. Japan is an anomaly among collectivist cultures, in that politi
cal decision-making relies on consensus.
Different cultures favor different means of negotiation and per
suasion. The emphasis on personal relationships and group harmony
in high context cultures means that persuasion focuses on cultivating
a close, trusting relationship with the other side. Low context cultures find
facts and reasoned arguments to be more persuasive, and tend to favor
a more direct, explicit and even aggressive style of communication.
When pressed for a direct answer, high context negotiators may
resort to expressions o f polite agreement which are without substance.
Or they may offer ambiguous answers. Misunderstandings often result
from such politeness being mistaken for substantive agreement.
Nonverbal communication also varies widely from culture to cul
ture, as does the acceptability of displays of emotion. High context cul
tures employ, and may be particularly moved by, symbolic gestures.
As noted above, monochronic cultures, with their perpetual sense
of urgency, tend to rush the end phase of negotiations. In particular, low
context negotiators tend to overlook the importance of presenting facesaving alternatives when high context parties are involved. For a pro
posal to be acceptable in a high context culture it must not only meet
the parties material interests, it must also be presented in such a way
as to preserve the prestige and status of each party. High context nego

tiators may reject even materially favorable proposals if agreeing would
involve a significant loss of face. Conversely, symbolic gains may make
a materially unfavorable proposal acceptable.
Cohen substantiates his postulates with some cases from political
history.
Case 1
Cultural differences can sometimes mean that signals are missed,
which can cause delays and missed opportunities. For example, many
such signals were missed by American diplomats in the early days
of U. S. - China reconciliation. Cohen points out that «U. S. observers
entirely missed the most significant Chinese signal of reconciliation of
all in the 1970-71 period» [Cohen, p. 126]. In October 1970 Chairman
Mao invited an American author and journalist to stand next to him
atop the Gate of Heavenly Peace. While this gesture seems obscure to
American diplomats, and hence they did not respond to it, the sym
bolism was clear to the Chinese, who expected a significant response.
Case 2
A 1954 episode in U.S.- India diplomacy illustrates the damage
which can result from culturally based misunderstandings. In 1954 the
U. S. decided to grant military aid to Pakistan. India strongly opposed
this move. In an attempt to reassure India, U.S. ambassador Allen deli
vered a presidential letter to Prime Minister Nehru explaining the Ame
rican decision. In the letter American President Eisenhower reassured
Nehru that the decision was in no way directed against India, that America
would intervene if necessary to prevent Pakistan from using the aid
against India. He also said that Indian requests for military aid would be
heard with sympathy.
Generally India is proud of its independence, and is sensitive to
perceived slights to its national status. Nehru’s personal style was very
dignified and restrained. After Nehru read the letter, he indicated to
ambassador Allen that he did not doubt that America harbored no ill-will
toward India. Yet Nehru did explain very calmly India’s concerns regar
ding the consequences of the U. S. action.

Allen mistook Nehru’s restraint for acceptance and considered
the matter closed. In fact, India was deeply offended by the patronizing
tone o f the American letter, and remained gravely concerned about
the arming of their adversaries. This episode continues to color U. S. India relations to this day [Cohen, pp. 119-120].
Case 3
The 1971 U. S. - Japan monetary crisis illustrates the effectiveness
of taking differing cultural communication styles into account. In 1971
the U. S. was trying to persuade a reluctant Japan to revalue its curren
cy. Japanese political decision making values consensus building. Cul
turally their negotiating style is low-key and relationship based. Japa
nese negotiators do not react well to aggressive pressure tactics.
Secretary of the Treasury John Connally accommodated the Japa
nese style. His first visit was devoted to building relationships. «Wisely, Connally made no attempt on this visit to negotiate, let alone put
pressure on his hosts, but insisted that his aim was to exchange opinions
and, picking up a phrase used by Japanese diplomats, ‘to improve mu
tual understanding» [Cohen, p. 52]. As he visited various Japanese offi
cials, Connally explained American desires for currency revaluation,
being careful to present them as interests rather than as demands or
positions. This low-key approach gave Japanese officials a better under
standing of American needs, and made it easier for them to compromise
without losing face.
Revision
Answer the questions:
1. What categories of the ICC theory can be applied to investigating
the process of political interaction of Russian and American presidents?
2. What was the hidden sign the American author missed in Case 1?
3. In your opinion, how differently American president should have
expressed his intentions in Case 2?
4. What differences in American and Japanese cultures can you define
in Case 3?
5. Are you a low context or high context negotiator?

U n it VII
N A T IO N A L C U L T U R A L D IM E N SIO N S
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«Culture is the collective programming o f the mind distinguishing
the members o f one group or category ofpeople from others»
N ational cultural dim ensions
Geert Hofstede, a social psychologist, in his 1980 book Culture ’s
Consequences combined his personal experiences with the statistical
analysis of the IBM staff values in different countries. Values, in this
case, are «broad preferences for one state of affairs over others», and
they are mostly unconscious.
T he first fou r dim ensions
The values that distinguished countries (rather than individuals)
from each other grouped themselves statistically into four clusters. They
dealt with four anthropological problem areas: ways of coping with in
equality, ways of coping with uncertainty, relationship o f an individual
with her or his primary group, and the emotional implications of having
been born as a girl or as a boy. These became the Hofstede dimensions
of national culture: Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Individua
lism versus Collectivism, and Masculinity versus Femininity. In the 2010

third edition o f the book Cultures and Organizations: Software o f the
M ind6, scores on the dimensions are listed for 76 countries.
- Power Distance (PDI) - expresses the attitude of the culture
towards inequalities among individuals in societies. It is defined as the
extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and organiza
tions within a country expect and accept that power is distributed une
qually. This represents inequality (more versus less), but defined from
below, not from above. Power and inequality, of course, are extremely
fundamental facts of any society and anybody with some international
experience will be aware that «all societies are unequal, but some are
more unequal than others».
- Individualism versus Collectivism (IDV) - expresses the de
gree of interdependence a society maintains among its members. It has
to do with whether people’s self-image is defined in terms of «I» or
«We». In Individualist societies people are supposed to look after them
selves and their direct family only. In collectivist society people belong
to ‘in-groups’, often extended families which continue protecting them
in exchange for unquestioning loyalty. The word collectivism in this
sense has no political meaning: it refers to the group, not to the state.
- Masculinity versus Femininity (MAS) - refers to the distribu
tion of emotional roles between the genders. The IBM studies revealed
that (a) women’s values differ less among societies than men’s values;
(b) men’s values from one country to another contain a dimension from
very assertive and competitive and maximally different from women’s
values on the one side, to modest and caring and similar to women’s
values on the other. The assertive pole has been called masculine and
the modest, caring pole feminine. The women in feminine countries
have the same modest, caring values as the men; in the masculine coun
tries they are more assertive and more competitive, but not as much
as the men, so that these countries show a gap between men’s values
and women’s values. A high score (masculine) on this dimension indi
cates that the society will be driven by competition, achievement and
success, with success being defined by the winner/best in field. A low
6 Hofstede, G. (1991). Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind.
London, UK: McGraw-Hill.

score (feminine) on the dimension means that the dominant values in
society are caring for others and quality of life. A feminine society is
one where quality of life is the sign o f success and standing out from
the crowd is not admirable.
- Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) - the way that a society deals
with the fact that the future can never be known: should we try to con
trol the future or just let it happen? Uncertainty avoidance deals with
a society’s tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity. Uncertainty avoiding
cultures try to minimize the possibility of such situations by strict laws
and rules, safety and security measures, and on the philosophical and
religious level by a belief in absolute Truth. People in these countries are
also more emotional, and motivated by inner nervous energy. The oppo
site type, uncertainty accepting cultures, are more tolerant o f opinions
different from what they are used to; they try to have as few rules as
possible, and on the philosophical and religious level they are relativist
and allow many currents to flow side by side. People within these cul
tures are more phlegmatic and contemplative, and not expected by their
environment to express emotions.
D evelop m en t o f national dim ension
A fifth Dimension was added by Michael Bond7 in 1991, who
with his colleagues did research among students in 23 countries. This
dimension first got the name Confucian Dynamism and later Long-Term
Orientation versus Short-Term (LTO vs. STO). It is closely related
to the teachings of Confucius and can be interpreted as dealing with
society’s search for virtue, the extent to which a society shows a prag
matic future-oriented perspective rather than a conventional historical
short-term point of view. Long- term oriented societies foster pragmatic
virtues oriented towards future rewards, in particular saving, persisten
ce, and adapting to changing circumstances. Short-term oriented socie
7 Hofstede, G. & Bond, M. H. (1988). The Confucius Connection: From
Cultural Roots to Economic Growth. Organizational Dynamics. Vol. 16. № 4.
Pp. 4-21.

ties foster virtues related to the past and present such as national pride,
respect for tradition, preservation of «face», and fulfilling social obli
gations.
Then in 2010 the sixth dimension was added, based on Michael
Minkov’s8 analysis of 93 countries. This new dimension is called In
dulgence versus Restraint. Indulgence stands for a society that allows
relatively free gratification o f basic and natural human drives related
to enjoying life and having fun. Restraint stands for a society that sup
presses gratification o f needs and regulates it by means of strict social
norms.
Culture is defined as the collective mental programming of the hu
man mind which distinguishes one group of people from another. This
programming influences patterns of thinking which are reflected in the
meaning people attach to various aspects of life and which become crys
tallized in the institutions of a society. This does not imply that every
one in a given society is programmed in the same way: there are consi
derable differences between individuals. Statements about culture do
not describe «reality»; they are all general and relative.
D im ension scores are relative
The countries scores on these dimensions are relative - societies
are compared to other societies. These relative scores have been proven
to be quite stable over decades. The forces that cause cultures to shift
tend to be global or continent-wide - they affect many countries at the
same time, so that if their cultures shift, they shift together, and their
relative positions remain the same.
Power distance scores are high for Latin, Asian and African coun
tries and smaller for Anglo and Germanic countries. Uncertainty avoi
dance scores are higher in Latin countries, in Japan, and in German
speaking countries, lower in Anglo, Nordic, and Chinese culture coun
tries. Individualism prevails in developed and Western countries, while
8Hofstede, G., Hofstede, G. J. & Minkov, M. (2010). Cultures and Organiza
tions: Software of the Mind (Rev. 3rd ed.). N. Y.: McGraw-Hill.

collectivism prevails in less developed and Eastern countries; Japan takes
a middle position on this dimension. M asculinity is high in Japan,
in some European countries like Germany, Austria and Switzerland,
and moderately high in Anglo countries; it is low in Nordic countries
and in the Netherlands and moderately low in some Latin and Asian
countries like France, Spain and Thailand. Long-term orientation scores
are highest in East Asia, moderate in Eastern and Western Europe, and
low in the Anglo world, the Muslim world, Latin America and Africa.
Indulgence scores are highest in Latin America, parts of Africa, the Anglo
world and Nordic Europe; restraint is mostly found in East Asia,
Eastern Europe and the Muslim world.
Correlations
The countrie scores on the six dimensions are statistically correlated
with a multitude of other data about the countries. For example, power
distance is correlated with the use of violence in domestic politics and
with income inequality in a country. Uncertainty avoidance is associated
with Roman Catholicism and with the legal obligation in developed
countries for citizens to carry identity cards. Individualism is correlated
with national wealth and with mobility between social classes from
one generation to the next. Masculinity is correlated negatively with
the percent of women in democratically elected governments. Long-term
orientation is correlated with school results in international compari
sons. Indulgence is correlated with sexual freedom and a call for human
rights like free expression of opinions.
Dim ensions are w idely used
The Hofstede’s model of dimensions has been applied in the prac
tice of many domains of human social life, from the interpersonal to the
national, in public domains and in business, in education and in health
care. Many peer-reviewed articles in scientific journals cited one or more
of G. Hofstede’s publications, especially in the field of marketing, ad
vertising and consumer behavior.

Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) Do you believe that technological advances will make societies more
and more similar?
b) Why are significant correlations with external measures needed if
further dimensions are being investigated?
c) In your opinion, can Hofstede’s dimensions be applied to some cultures
in our globalizing world?
II.Task:
d) Examine dimensions for Russia and one of the European/eastern cul
tures and share your feelings with the class. Use www.geerthofstede.nl.
e) Read the article Adapting to the French Culture - https://miccases.wordpress.com/2012/01/02/adapting-to-the-french-culture.
Answer the questions:
- Can you analyze the experience of a Finnish girl by using Edward Halls’
theory?
- Can also G. Hofstedes’ dimensions of culture be applied?
- Describe your suggestions in writing.

U n it V III
IC C IN B U SIN E SS
Effective communication with people of different cultures is espe
cially challenging when conducting business. The ability to communica
te effectively gives businesspeople and their organizations tangible be
nefits, such as:
- Quick problem solving.
- Stronger decision-making.
- Increased productivity.
- Steadier work flow.
- Strong business relationships.
- Clearer promotional materials.
- Enhanced professional image.
There are three ways in which culture interferes with effective
cross-cultural understanding. First are cognitive constraints. These are

the frames of reference or world views that provide a backdrop that all
new information is compared to or inserted into.
Second are behavior constraints. Each culture has its own rules
about proper behavior which affect verbal and nonverbal communica
tion. Whether one looks the other person in the eye-or not; whether
one says what one means overtly or talks around the issue; how close
the people stand to each other when they are talking - all of these and
many more are rules of politeness which differ from culture to culture.
The third factor is emotional constraints. Different cultures regulate
the display of emotion differently. Some cultures get very emotional
when they are debating an issue. They yell, they cry, they exhibit their
anger, fear, frustration, and other feelings openly. Other cultures try to
keep their emotions hidden, exhibiting or sharing only the «rational»
or factual aspects of the situation.
In his book Making Deals in Strange Places : A Beginner ’s Guide
to International Business Negotiations9 Jeswald Salacuse describes six
features of international business negotiations. He points out two mis
taken assumptions about doing business in an international setting. Many
economic commentators assume that international business deals will
happen naturally if only the correct governmental policies and structures
are in place. Corporate leaders assume that they can simply extend their
successful domestic strategies to the international setting.
Both of these assumptions are mistaken. Policies alone do not create
business deals; companies do. Business executives will need to be much
better educated about international negotiating in order to make suc
cessful deals. International business negotiations are fundamentally dif
ferent from domestic negotiations, and require a different set of skills
and knowledge.
Salacuse identifies six elements which are common to all interna
tional business negotiations, and which as a set distinguish international
business negotiations from domestic negotiations.
9 Salacuse, J. (1991). Making Deals in Strange Places: A Beginner’s Guide to
International Business Negotiations / Negotiation Theory and Practice, eds.
Breslin, J.W. & Rubin, J.Z. Cambridge: The Program on Negotiation at Harvard
Law School. Pp. 251-260.

For examining cultural awareness when doing business interna
tionally, we are interested in the sixth element depicted by Salacuse,
namely, cultural differences, an important factor in international nego
tiations.
In addition to language differences, different cultures have differing
values, perceptions and philosophies. For instance, Americans and Japa
nese tend to have a different view of the purpose of negotiations. Ame
ricans see the goal of negotiations as to produce a binding contract which
creates specific rights and obligations. Japanese see the goal of negotiations
as to create a relationship between the two parties; the written contract
is simply an expression of that relationship. What the Japanese see as
a reasonable willingness to modify a contract to reflect changes in the
parties relationship, Americans see as a tendency to renege. American
insistence on adherence to the original terms of the contract may be per
ceived as distrust by the Japanese.
Some cultures prefer to start from agreement on general principles,
while others prefer to address each issue individually. Some cultures
prefer to negotiate by «building up» from an initial minimum proposal;
others prefer to «build-down» from a more comprehensive opening pro
posal. Cultural differences also show up in the preferred pacing of ne
gotiations and in decision-making styles. Salacuse cautions, however,
that individual negotiators do not always conform to cultural stereo
types.
D ifferences in negotiating style
In some cultures, people see the world as a battle for power where
each individual has to fight to achieve a dominant position. In other
cultures, people believe that it is better to cooperate with others in order
to find solutions to common problems.
Show ing respect
In some cultures, people are respected according to their status (status
cultures), which is awarded according to seniority, high qualifications
and long service. In other cultures, people are awarded respect if they

are very successful in their work (achievement cultures), even though
they may be young and lack qualifications.
E ye con tact
The role of eye contact also differs from culture to culture. Usually,
the eye contact or a short glance is maintained for a second or two and
then broken. Prolonged eye contact can be misinterpreted as threatening
or an indication of romantic interest.
In cultures, like the U. S., eye contact is considered a sign of atten
tiveness. People avoiding eye contact may be regarded as insecure,
untrustworthy, unfriendly or inattentive.
In cultures with little eye contact they lower their eye as a sign of
respect. Very direct eye contact can be misinterpreted as hostility, aggres
siveness or intrusiveness when the intended meaning was to appear in
terested.
Minimal eye contact may be misinterpreted as lack o f interest, dis
honesty or shyness, when the intended meaning was a desire to show
respect and avoid appearing intrusive.
G aze behaviour
Like most body language and gestures, the length of time that one
person gazes at another is culturally determined. Southern Europeans
have a high frequency of gaze that may be offensive to others. The
Japanese gaze at the neck rather at the face when conversing. Not only
is the length of the gaze significant, the area of the person’s face and
body at which you direct your gaze is important as well.
T he touch and shaking hands
The use of touch varies from culture to culture. In India, for exam
ple, it is considered rude to touch women. In most cultures children are
touched on the head. But in Thailand and Laos, it is insulting for a
stranger to touch a child on the top of the head because the head is
regarded as the home o f the spirit or soul.

In consulting business, it is said that employees are more aware of
inappropriate touching and sexual harassment, especially in the US.
Contextual factors are critical to the meaning.
For greetings, in the USA a firm handshake is appropriate. In France,
where the traditional US handshake is considered too rough and rude,
a quick handshake with only slight pressure is preferred. In Latin Ame
rica, a hearty embrace is common among women and men alike, and
men may follow with a friendly slap on the back. In Ecuador, to greet
a person without a handshake is a sign o f special respect. In India,
the handshake may be used by Westernized people, but the preferred
greeting is the namaste - placing the palms together and nodding one’s
head. In Japan, the traditional form of greeting is a bow or several bows.
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) Is handshake greeting appropriate in Russian culture among women
and men?
b) What is Russian gaze behavior like?
c) Do Russian people use touch when at work? In family? Among friends?
d) Russian business culture is just developing, but can you describe its
general features?
e) Is Russian business culture more status or achievement?

U n it IX
F O N S T R O M P E N A A R S ’ C U LTU R A L
D IM E N SIO N S
Another scholar-practitioner who studied the impact of cultural
patterns on communication competence in the intercultural workforce
is Fons Trompenaars10. He identified the cultural dimension of universa10THT Consulting: Trompenaars Hampden Turner, a consulting and training
firm focusing on international mergers, cross-cultural leadership and change
management. Articles on international leadership and cultural issues are available
at. URL: http://www.thtconsulting.com/Website/Resources/Articles.asp (date
of access: 12.04.2014).

lism-particularism as especially useful in understanding how business
practices vary because of culture. Universalistic cultures prefer to make
business decisions based on a consistent application of rules, whereas
particularistic cultures choose instead to adapt the rules to specific cir
cumstances and relationships.
In the book Riding the Waves o f Culture (1997), Trompenaars des
cribed three main cultural dimensions: relationships with people, atti
tudes to time, attitudes to the environment.
R elationships w ith people
The way turn-taking works in a conversation and the role of silence
also differ between cultures. In some it is acceptable and even desirable
to interrupt, whereas in some others it is normal to wait for your partner
to finish speaking before making your point. In some other cultures
a period of silence between contributions is accepted as the norm.
Trompenaars developed a similar onion-like model of culture. Culture
is made up of basic assumptions at the core level (are somewhat similar
to ‘values’ in the Hofstede’s model).
One of the weaknesses o f cross-cultural analysis is the inability
to transcend the tendency to equalize culture with the concept of the
nation state.
A nation state is a political unit consisting of an autonomous state
inhabited predominantly by a people sharing a common culture, history,
and language or languages. Cultures do not have strict borders like
nation states. Its expression and even core beliefs can assume many
permutations and combinations as we move across distances.
Seven dim ensions by Trom penaars
• Universalism vs Particularism (what is more important - rules
or relationships?)
• Individualism vs Communitarianism (do we function in a group
or as an individual?)
• Neutral vs Emotional (do we display our emotions or keep them
in check?)

• Specific vs Diffuse (how far do we get involved?)
• Achievement vs Ascription (do we have to prove ourselves to
gain status or is it given to us just because we are a part of a structure?)
• Attitude to Time
• Past- / -present- / future-orientatedness
• Sequential time vs Synchronic time (do we do things one at a time
or several things at once?)
• Internal vs External Orientation (do we aim to control our en
vironment or cooperate with it?)
U niversalism V ersus Particularism
(R ules Versus R elationships)
Typical universalist cultures are Switzerland, U. S. A. and Canada;
typical particularist cultures are Russia, China, India.
In an universalist culture, «(1) Focus is more on rules than relation
ships; (2) Legal contracts are readily drawn up; (3) A trustworthy person
is the one who honors their word or contract; (4) There is only one truth
or reality, that which has been agreed to; (5) A deal is a deal».
In the case of a particularist one, on the other hand, «(1) Focus is
more on relationships than on rules; (2) Legal contracts are readily mo
dified; (3) A trustworthy person is the one who honours changing mu
tualities; (4) There are several perspectives on reality relative to each
participant; (5) Relationships evolve».
Individualism Versus C om m unitarianism
(T he Individual Versus T h e G roup)
In individualist cultures, the person is believed to be more impor
tant than the group. People cherish personal freedom and initiative, in
dividual decision and responsibility and reward personal achievement:
everyone must make his own decisions and take care of himself. In
communitarian cultures, the group is considered to be more important
than the individual, because, in exchange for individual’s loyalty, provides
him with safety and help when needed. Belonging to a group is cher
ished more than personal freedom and independence.

In the context of an individualist culture (1) praise and reward is
given to individual performance; (2) people have enough initiative and
autonomy to make their own decisions; (3) peoples’ needs come before
those of organizations; (4) people are allowed to be creative and learn
from their mistakes. On the other hand, in a communitarian one (1)
praise and reward is given to group performance; (2) individual perfor
mance is not praised publicly; (3) decision is rather collective; (4) perso
nal favoritism is avoided.
Typical individualist cultures are believed to be USA, Israel, Canada,
whereas the more communitarian countries are Egypt, Mexico and India.
N eutral versu s E m otional
(The D egree and R ange o f Feelings E xpression)
In neutral cultures, people believe that they must always control
their emotions, let their actions to be influenced by reason rather than
sentiment and do not let others know what they are feeling. Here, people
are expected to (1) manage their emotions rigorously; (2) do not let
body language to convey emotions; (3) do not let feelings interfere in
professional relations (3) watch and interpret carefully other people’s
emotional reactions.
In emotional cultures, on the other hand, people are allowed to
express spontaneously their feelings at work, and let them influence (at
least partially) their decisions. They are expected to (1) open up emo
tionally to others (2) use emotional means to communicate to each
other (3) use body language effectively; (4) manage conflicts before
they became personal.
Typical neutral cultures include Sweden, the Netherlands, Finland, and
Germany. Typical emotional cultures are Poland, Italy, France, and Spain.
S p ecific versu s D iffuse
(T he D egree o f Involvem ent)
This dichotomy concerns the degree to which responsibility is speci
fically assigned or is diffusely accepted. In a specific oriented culture,

people think that their lives are a sum of parts that is best to remain
separate, so the professional and personal aspects must be kept distinct,
whereas interactions between people must be very well-defined. Keeping
personal relations with others separate from professional relations means
that people believe that they can very well work together without neces
sarily having a good personal relationship. In a diffusely oriented cul
ture, people are more holistic, viewing the various aspects of their lives
as parts that derive their meaning from the perspective of the whole,
each element being related to all others, because those relationships are
believed to be more important than individual elements. Here, peoples’
personal and professional lives overlap, while they believe that having
good personal connections with their business partners is an essential
condition for success in this field. There is no clear limit between rela
tions in the workplace and other types of social relations.
Typical specific cultures are USA, Switzerland, Germany, Scandi
navian countries, and the Netherlands. Typical diffuse cultures are Ar
gentina, Spain, Russia, India, and China.
A ch ievem en t versus A scription
(H ow Status is V iew ed and A ccorded)
In an achievement-oriented culture, peoples’ worth is evaluated on
the basis of their actions and performances, and derived their social and
professional status from what they have accomplished, so achieved sta
tus must be proven time and again. People tend to recognize, value, and
reward good performance appropriately, and use titles only when relevant.
In a culture where status is ascribed, people derive it from birth,
age, gender or wealth. Here status is not based on what a person did or
does, but on who that person is. Since here people believe that you
should be valued for who you are, titles and credentials matter the most,
so they tend to use titles frequently, and to show respect to people with
formal authority.
Typical achievement cultures are USA, Canada, Australia, and Scan
dinavian countries. Typical ascription cultures are: France, Italy, and
Japan.

Sequential T im e versus
Synchronous T im e O rientation
(H ow P eop le U nd erstand and M anage
th e P assage o f Tim e)
In a sequential time culture, people tend to understand the structure
of time as being sequential, inflexible and to assign different importan
ce to past, present and future. For them, the order o f events happening
is important, the value of time is high («time is money») and the value
of punctuality, planning, and respecting a schedule is accordingly high.
Typical sequential-time cultures are: Germany, the UK, and the USA.
In a synchronic time culture, people see the past, present, and futu
re as interlocked periods so they tend to work on several projects at once.
and view plans and commitments as flexible, because they think time
itself is a flexible frame.
Typical synchronous-time cultures include Japan, Argentina, and
Mexico.
Internal D irection versus O uter D irection
(T h e U nd erstan d in g o f the R elation betw een People
and their N atural E nvironm ent)
This deals with the degree to which people believe they control
their environment, or are controlled by it. In an inner-directed culture,
people think of nature as a complex mechanism that is immense, but
can be controlled if they have the right expertise («knowledge is power»).
They believe that humans can and have the right to dominate nature,
and this way of thinking refers not only to natural environment, but also
to the social one, the way how individuals work with teams and within
organizations.
In an outer-directed culture, people have an organic (as opposed to
the previous mechanistic one) view o f nature. It is again a holistic per
spective, where man is viewed as only one of nature’s forces and should
therefore live in harmony with the others and the environment. People
believe that they must rather adapt themselves to external circumstan

ces and have to work together with their environment to achieve goals.
In the context of their relation with workplace they should focus their
actions on others and avoid conflict where possible.
Revision
Task:
1. Watch the video «Dr FonsTrompenaars on Culture» - /www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dr+fons+trompenaars+on+culture
2. Answer the questions:
a) What is culture?
b) What is hidden under the first layer of culture?
c) What are basic assumptions about the culture?
d) What is the dilemma he describes?
3. Write your answer on the following: What is new in Trompenaars’
theory of seven dimensions?

U n it X
T H E L E W IS M O D E L
W hen cultures collide
Richard D. Lewis, one of Britain’s foremost linguists, wrote the
book When Cultures Collide11.
Though a follower of Hall, Lewis research and experience led him
to believe that categorization of cultures needed to be at least tripar
tite, as there was clearly a large group of people who fitted neither into
the monochronic nor polychronic classifications. These were Asians, to
whom Lewis had been extensively exposed during his years in Japan
and in neighboring countries. This group - less decisive than mono
chronic people, but more focused than polychronics - rarely initiate
action, but prefer first to hear the other side’s position and then react
to it at their own tempo.
11Lewis, R. (2005).When Cultures Collide. Leading Acrosss Cultures. Brealey.

L ew is M odel
In his Model Lewis created three categories: linear-active, multi
active and reactive. The first two match Hall’s monochronic and poly
chronic. Lewis felt the terms linear-active and multi-active afforded
a fuller description of the two types, not being linked only to time. Asians
he classified as reactive. This model has in the last 20 years been adop
ted by a large number of universities and commercial enterprises around
the world and has been used extensively by the World Bank for training
and team building since 2004.
Linear-active (monochronic) and multi-active (polychronic) cultures
are diametrically opposed in nearly all that matters - punctuality/un
punctuality, calm/emotion, logic/intuition, facts/feelings, scientific/
flexible truth, loquacity/taciturnity, restrained/unrestrained body lan
guage. Almost all areas of activity clash with or irritate exponents of
the other category. In global business, these differences are frequently
sources o f profound misunderstanding and there is little doubt that
linear-active ‘powers’ (albeit with 50 % of global GDP) often lose custo
mers among the 5 billion multi-actives and reactives who are the major
markets of the future.
L in ear-active sense o f superiority
Linear-active behavior is an Anglo-Germanic phenomenon origina
ting in north-western Europe and rolling out through colonization to
North America, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. Among nonGermanic peoples, only Finns have joined this category and even they
are partly reactive. Two continents - North America (minus Mexico) and
Australasia - are completely linear-active. The strikingly different des
tinies of North and South America (the latter colonized by multi-active
Spaniards and Portuguese) are an indication of the yawning behavioral
gap between the two categories.
It is important to note that the Anglo-Germanic bloc from the 18th
century onwards began to regard itself as superior in efficiency, both in
commerce and ability to rule, than other cultural categories. This con
viction o f superiority, with its accompanying drive, may have had its

roots in cold climate competence and energy, Protestant reforming zeal
or German thoroughness. It certainly blossomed subsequent to the Eng
lish Industrial Revolution, the rapid development of British and Ameri
can manufacturing (fuelled by abundance of coal) and the continuous
existence of democratic institutions in the Anglo and Nordic communi
ties. However this may be, the linear-active “powers” leading up to and
after the two world wars, emerged with de facto world leadership based
on military might and, even more significantly, over 50 % of global GDP.
This sense of pre-eminence, particularly in the English-speaking
world, but also shared in no small measure by Germans, Dutch, Swiss
and Nordics, has not yet subsided. The BRIC quartet are showing rapid
gains in manufacturing, technology, financial muscle, access to commo
dities, and market share (China the star performer), but Western compla
cency has not yet been eroded.
C ultural seduction
Members of linear-active or monochronic cultures, though often
complacently retaining a sense of playing leading roles in world affairs,
are periodically seduced by multi-active or polychronic cultures. They
look to other, shakier countries for pleasure, excitement, and romance.
P astel-sh ad e and hybrid cultures
If linear-active cultures are principally monochromatic and multi
active cultures polychromatic, where do reactive cultures fit in? Inter
estingly, the East Asian cultures, as well as partly-reactive ones such as
Canada, Finland and Turkey, seem to merit a separate chromatic classi
fication. Lewis called them pastel-shade cultures. Canada is the United
States in pastel shades. China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Laos and the Phi
lippines certainly attract seekers of leisure, but are less vividly colour
ful than Mexico or Brazil, less persistently seductive than France, Spain
and Italy. Grim industrial areas in China, Japan and Korea lessen their
allure. Only Burma and Cambodia among reactive cultures are thrillingly
polychromatic.

Just as all cultures are innately hybrid - Indonesia, the US and
Russia are good examples - the chromatic appeal of some countries
varies greatly according to area or district.
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) What types of cultures was introduced by R. Lewis?
b) In your opinion, why Lewis model is so popular?
II. Task:
c) Watch the interactive introduction to the Lewis model - http://
www.crossculture.com/rlcintro.html
d) Identify the position of Russia and explain why Lewis chose this par
ticular place for Russia. Would you agree with this?

U n it XI
R U S S IA A N D T H E EAST:
M A IN T A IN IN G STATUS
R ussian and C hinese B usiness R elationships th e sam e o f different?
The Russian Federation and China are two of the fastest growing
and powerful economies today. Both are in a major social, political and
business change process-moving from different versions of state-con
trolled economies while joining the World markets. Not only are they
both trading with the West but the amount of business between Russia
and China has increased during this change process and they are now
strong business partners to each other. This massive increase in bilateral
business raises the question of how similar or different these two gigantic
Eastern trading partners might be in how they organize their business
practices.

C hinese businesses long-term relationship building
In China, business network and groups are managed and controlled
through social relationships, which are long-term or even lifelong, within
the family grouping. The Chinese believe that to do business success
fully one should first establish the prerequisites for a long-term relation
ship and therefore time is taken to do this - unlike in Western countries
where time is seen as scarce and tends to be invested in more short or
medium ventures.
R ussian businesses power, control and fast, short-term gains
Russian business culture however, is characterized by high uncer
tainty avoidance.
The focus of a typical Russian manager is on how to obtain control
and preserve power in business relationships. Russian companies tend
to have a short-term orientation, which makes longer term planning dif
ficult. Their focus tends to be on the past and the present, and managing
is done on a day-to-day basis. The short-term horizons o f companies
in Russia is combined with the absence of trust and reputation, as well
as the reluctance to make relationship-specific investments, make ‘ter
minated relationships’ a common characteristic of the Russian business
landscape. Russian companies tend to prefer to terminate relationships
rather than change or adapt them. During the current and ongoing transi
tion, previous knowledge about business practices have become invalid
so companies have had to find new ways of communicating and build
business relationships to meet the new needs of the marketplace.
C hina - special netw orks rule
Business culture in Chinese markets is family-oriented and ‘particu
laristic’ where business relationships emerge from personal contacts.
Chinese practices including doing business favours, ‘genqing’ (having
a common background) and ‘renqing’, often make the business rela

tionships closed or even secretive and difficult to enter to others not in
the network. Also, the boundaries between formality and informality
are blurred in Chinese business relationships and this low transparency
results in accusations of ‘so-called’ corrupt practices as commonly noted
by business commentators on Southeast Asia.
R ussia - form al and inform al barriers
Boundaries between formality and informality in the Russian busi
ness networks are often characterized by a paradoxical combination of
willingness to draw up agreements in order to avoid uncertainty and
also informality and a lack of transparency. On the one hand, contracts
and documents are necessary, and on the other hand, in practice, the
contracts and documents are not adhered to. This means that such con
tracts are extremely difficult to understand for companies without pre
vious knowledge o f Russian business practices which are often turbu
lent and loosely structured and characterized by facelessness and ano
nymity.
G uanxi versu s B lat - sam e or different?
There are similarities between the Chinese ‘guanxi’ network and
the Russian ‘blat’ networks. The Russian structure is a social business
structure based on favours and gifts as well as strong personal emotional
bonds, through which status is ascribed.
During the state controlled economic system in Russia the ‘blat’
network was an informal barter system built on favours of access to
goods and services. As a result of a transition towards a market economy,
the ‘blat’ network has changed character from being based on simply
friendship to mostly financial arrangements. As ‘blat’ is illegal, compa
nies keep it closed to outsiders. Similarities between the Chinese ‘guanxi’
network and the Russian ‘blat’ network include that both are based on
social understanding, favors and gifts as well as being characterized by
strong, long-term personal and emotional bonds. The main difference
between the present form of blat’ and ‘guanxi’ is that the Chinese busi
ness network’s status is more ascribed to family connections, whilst

in the Russian network is achieved through friends, neighbors, and co
workers in addition to the family. Personal relationships are critical in
business as the state and other public institutions are mostly weak and
ineffective.
In conclusion, institutional and social change and the social charac
ter of business relations are two aspects of the similarities in business
cultures of contemporary Russia and China, both of which are helping
to strengthen business relations between these two fast-growing trading
nations. For Westerners it is important to understand these differences
and find a way to work with them effectively if they want to succeed in
Russia and China.
C om m un icatin g w ith the Jap an ese.
B u ilding long-term relations w ith the Jap anese
The Japanese are not eager to communicate with people from other
cultural backgrounds without there being enough mutual language and
cultural understanding.
The reasons for this are:
1. The Japanese do not usually feel confident in communicating
with non-Japanese speakers. This is because they are mono-cultural and
mono-lingual nationals and therefore they do not know how to commu
nicate with other people. They usually do not have any experience of
speaking in any foreign language in Japan (despite studying English for
a minimum of twelve years at school) because Japanese is the only lan
guage spoken in Japan. As a result of all these factors Japanese people
find learning a foreign language very difficult.
2. In addition to the reasons above they do not have much experience
in developing mutual grounds or finding common interests with other
nationalities. For example, they often find it difficult to say «No»
to people because in Japanese culture it is considered rude. Therefore
it is considered common sense to avoid a question or favor which might
put the other party in a position where they might have to say «No». It is
considered impolite to ask or propose such a question however inno
cent the question might be.

Tentative questions such as «I’m sorry to ask you this question
but...» do not exist easily in Japanese communication. One can try asking
such question but doing so would guarantee a silence or discontinua
tion of a conversation from then on. However, once trust has been estab
lished between a Japanese person and someone from another culture
the Japanese will try to understand what the other person wants and
even try to help without being asked to please the other. This is des
cribed as «Isin-Densin» (= «silent communication» meaning «If you
have heart, another heart will come to you»). Even a fluent non-native
Japanese speaker sometime forgets and ignores this Japanese social be
havior (based on their mono-cultural background and mutual under
standing) and so loses their way in a conversation.
3.
Japanese do not worry about their own silence or of others. They
often prefer silence rather than unnecessary chat. «Silence is golden»
is one of the «Golden» rules in Japan. One is expected to keep ones
mouth shut until one has some meaningful point to make. It can be
boring spending a day or an evening with a Japanese person because of
this lack of communication or of common interest other than business.
A Japanese person would not speak easily until he feels completely
confident about the other party.
Especially about his/her company business o f which she only has
a very small understanding in overall terms. It usually takes a long time
but eventually it is possible to establish mutual trust and then the Japanese
will share every secret with you as a trustworthy friend and a partner.
H ow to com m u n icate clearly and effectively
w ith the Jap anese
The Japanese are really not good at English. They are not afraid of
foreigners but they are afraid of not being able to understand the language
of the foreigner. They will feel very uncomfortable just being with you
and therefore may very well want to escape from you even though you
try speaking in Japanese or in very basic English. They are not able to
catch English pronunciation as pronounced by native English speakers.

The Japanese are able to use only a very limited vocabulary and gram
matical structures in English. Basically, it is not only because the Japa
nese language structures are completely the opposite from the English
language but also because of the word order in Japanese.
The Japanese appreciate a non-native speakers knowledge of Japa
nese culture include music, novels, plays, be it a modern or a classic
arts which they can enjoy talking about in common. Without that common
knowledge, they find it difficult to communicate with other nationalities.
Japanese are afraid of making mistakes especially o f upsetting the
other person by being ignorant.
During most business meeting not many of the Japanese members
will speak fluent English to be able to negotiate any business transaction.
It is most likely to be the best to associate with an interpreter who speaks
Japanese and English. Finally, they will probably give up on establishing
a relationship with the other side if they do not see strong positive con
tinuous enthusiasm. It is only possible to develop future business with
the Japanese if you win their trust.
L earn to cope w ith a hum ble m ode
Japanese often appear as passive, naive, helpless, and even simpleminded, to the uninitiated Westerner. This appearance seems to trigger
an uncontrollable compulsion in many Westerners to ‘help’ the humble,
polite, grateful-acting Japanese. In actuality, such behavior has tradi
tionally been a cultural cloak that the Japanese wore to avoid appearing
aggressive, capable, independent-minded, and individualistic - all of which
were taboo in the context of things. The passive manner of most Japa
nese is not necessarily a contrived act deliberately designed to mislead
Westerners. It is the way that Japanese are forced to behave to conform
to their own social norms.
Revision
I. Answer the questions:
a) Is Guanxi network the same or different from Russian blat?
b) In your opinion, can Russians understand the Japanese?

c) Look in the Internet and prepare your arguments about types of Korean
interpersonal relationships - kibun, nunchi and inhwa - and their application
in business context.
d) Be ready to defend your point of view in the class.

U n it X II
G E N D E R A N D C O M M U N IC A T IO N
M a scu lin ity /fem in in ity
The masculinity/femininity dimension refers to (1) the degree to
which gender-specific roles are valued and (2) the degree to which
a cultural group values «masculine» (achievement, ambition, acquisition
of material goods) or «feminine» (quality of life, service to others, nurturance) values. People in Japan, Austria, and Mexico seem to prefer
a masculine orientation, expressing a general preference for genderspecific roles. In these countries, certain roles (wage earner) should be
filled by men, and other roles (homemaker, teacher) by women. By con
trast, many people in northern Europe (Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the
Netherlands) seem to prefer a feminine orientation, reflecting more gen
der equality and a stronger belief in the importance of quality of life
for all. In the United States, they tend to prefer gender-specific roles,
though not as rigid as in Japan, Austria, or Mexico; but they also tend
toward a masculine orientation, with a high value placed on competi
tion and acquisition.
G end er E galitarianism
If you carefully read the description of Hofstede’s masculinity-femininity dimension, you will note that it combines two related attributes
that, in the GLOBE project, have been separated into separate dimen
sions: a belief in equality between women and men and a preference
for forceful assertiveness. The first of these attributes is called gender

egalitarianism and is the extent to which a culture minimizes differen
ces in gender expectations for men versus women.
Cultures such as those in Hungary and Poland, which are near the mid
point of the gender egalitarianism dimension, believe that gender equality
is preferred, that men and women should be treated in the same way,
and that unequal treatment solely because of one’s biological sex or gen
der constitutes discrimination and should not occur. Conversely, cultu
res like those in Austria and Egypt, which are low in gender egalitarian
ism, engage in unequal treatment of men and women. In this view, there
are inherent differences between men and women, and these differences
require dissimilar expectations and treatments. Rather than regarding
these fundamental differences negatively, cultures that are low on gender
egalitarianism view the divergence in gender roles and expectations as
normal and natural.
Touch and gender
Cultures vary in their expectations about who touches whom. In
Japan, for instance, there are deeply held feelings against the touch of
a stranger. These expectations are culture specific, and even cultures that
exist near one another can have very different norms. Among the Chinese,
for instance, shaking hands among people of the opposite sex is perfectly
acceptable; among many Malay, it is not. Indeed, for those who practice
the Muslim religion, casual touching between members of the opposite
sex is strictly forbidden. Both men and women have to cleanse them
selves ritually before praying if they happen to make physical contact
with someone of the opposite sex. Holding hands, for example, or wal
king with an arm across someone’s shoulder or around the waist, or
even grabbing an elbow to help another cross the street, are all conside
red socially inappropriate behaviors between men and women.
In some places there are legal restrictions against public displays
of hugging and kissing, even among married couples. However, this
social taboo refers only to opposite-sex touching; it is perfectly accep
table for two women to hold hands or for men to walk arm in arm. Many
European Americans, of course, have the opposite reaction; they react

negatively to same-sex touching (particularly among men) but usually
do not mind opposite-sex touching.
Although some cultures regard touching between men and women
as perfectly acceptable in public conversations, others think that such
activities should occur only in the privacy of the home; to them, touch
is a highly personal and sensitive activity that should not occur where
others might see it.
M edical exam ination
Many cultures have strong expectations about modesty, and expec
tations about bodily displays for women can make the medical exami
nation itself a source of intercultural difficulties. In some cultures, for
instance, role requirements governing appropriate behaviors for women
do not permit undressing for an examination by male physicians or
nurses. Among many Latina women, for example, there are strong
social taboos against showing the body to others; dis robing for a medi
cal examination may be embarrassing and difficult. Similarly, Latina
women are uncomfortable revealing personal information in the pres
ence of sons and daughters who may accompany them to the medical
appointment.
Cultural differences in the role requirements that restrict interac
tion between women and men may also require that the medical caregi
vers be sensitive to important differences in needs and expectations.
For example, ten-year-old Ahmed was hospitalized with complica
tions from an appendectomy, and his mother had planned to stay all
night with him in his hospital room. She became very distressed when
Patrick, another boy, was brought into the room as a patient; Patrick’s
father also wanted to stay with his son, but the appropriate role beha
vior for Ahmed’s mother precludes interactions with men outside of her
family. Fortunately, the hospital staff was sensitive to the cultural is
sues; they recognized the importance o f the problem and moved Ahmed
to a private room.

In ternational m arriage or relationship
In many cultures, women and men have made great steps towards
equality, enjoying the same basic rights and responsibilities. This also
influences their role in an international marriage or relationship. Often,
both partners are employed and share daily tasks, each of them taking
responsibility for the well-being of the other. However, some cultures
adhere to a more traditional concept when it comes to gender roles.
Revision
Tasks:
I. Read the article Field visit in Afghanistan - https://miccases.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/field-visit-in-afghanistan.pdf
Answer the questions:
a) What is so special about gender roles in this culture?
b) How else might the woman have refused?
c) What would you do in this situation?
II. Read the article Turkish delight - https://miccases.files.wordpress.com/
2012/01/turkish-delight.pdf
Answer the questions:
a) How is different the perception of dance as a communicative act among
the cultures envolved?
b) How can the discrepancy of the Turkish attitude towards tourists be
explained?
c) What would the girl face if she married a Turk? Will this marriage be
happy?
III. Read the article Invitation by a stranger (incident 2) https://miccases.files.w ordpress.com /2012/01/the-chinese-restaurant-invitation-by-astranger1.pdf
Answer the questions:
a) What is so special about gender roles in these two cultures?
b) What conclusion does the author make about the incident?
c) In your opinion, will the woman make the similar error when in another
culture next time?
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Part 2

Практикум по решению проблем
межкультурной коммуникации

This part o f the textbook demonstrates 10 real life situations of
cross-cultural clashes, which you need to read, point out a problem(s)
and provide your possible solution from the perspective of the theory of
intercultural communication.
The cases are followed by a Task and Cultural Notes to assist you
in your intercultural research.
The cases are taken from:
Cases I-V - Levine, Deena R., et al Beyond Language. PrenticeHall, USA, 1982.
Cases VI-VII - Holliday, A. et al Intercultural Communication/
An advanced resource book. London : Routledge, 2004.
Case VIII - Hofstede, G. Culture and Organization: Software of
the Mind. London : McGraw-Hill, 1991.
Cases IX-X - Gibson, R. Intercultural BusinessCommunication.
Oxford: OUP, 2002.
C ase 1
D A TE W IT H M O N A S
Divide into small groups (three tofive people) and analyze thefollo
wing case. Try to identify the problem(s) and the misinterpretation(s).
Use the follow-up questions to aid your discussion.
John is abroad studying history and languages. It is in his history
class that he becomes friendly with a young woman, Mona. John soon
discovers that Mona’s father is one of the country’s well-known historians
and that he has written several books. Since John is interested in history,
Mona invites him to her home to have dinner and meet her family.
The warmth and friendliness of the family is exceeded only by the huge

feast Mona’s mother prepares. John is very happy. He doesn’t have much
chance to meet Mona’s mother and sisters since they eat in another
room. Nevertheless, he has a pleasant discussion with her father and
two brothers. Later that evening he is able to talk with Mona in her
parents’ presence.
A few weeks later Mona invites John to another elaborate meal and
discussion with her father. Again, the women disappear after serving
the meal However, this time the father and brothers must leave early.
Mona joins John and they spend the evening talking alone in the living
room while Mona’s mother is working in the kitchen.
John wants to express his appreciation to Mona and invites her to
his apartment for dinner. John tells Mona that although he lives alone in
a small apartment and cooking is difficult, he would like to try cooking
a meal for her. He jokingly tells Mona, «Maybe you can teach me how
to prepare your food properly!» Suddenly, Mona gets very angry and
says, «I didn’t know you thought I was that kind of girl!» She walks
away almost crying. John asks himself, «What did I do wrong?»
Task
First analyze why Mona is hurt and angry. Then consider the following
questions:
1. What special rules or customs seem to govern hospitality and eating
in M ona’s family?
2. John thought that he could extend this kind of dinner invitation to an
American woman and so he assumed he could do the same with Mona. What
was wrong with his assumption?
3. What do you think are the rules governing male-female relationships
in Mona’s culture? What other ways might John have shown his appreciation
to Mona?

C ase 2
FR IE N D O F A FR IE N D
Try to identify the problem(s) and the misinterpretation(s). Use
the follow-up questions to aid your discussion.

Michael is a graduate student in a foreign university. He is a good
friend of Mr. Umm, who lives in the dormitory for graduate students.
They share a similar sense of humor and enjoy many activities together.
Since Michael is interested in architecture, Mr. Umm decides that it
would be a good idea for Michael to meet his older friend Mr. Tahh,
a professor of design at the university. First he tells Michael all about
Mr. Tahh’s architectural research. As it turns out, Mr. Tahh’s research is
exactly what Michael needs for his thesis. Michael is so excited that
the next day he goes directly to Mr. Tahh’s office, introduces himself,
and briefly mentions Mr. Umm’s name. The two men spend several
hours discussing their research ideas. That evening Michael tells
Mr. Umm how much he enjoyed meeting Mr. Tahh. Mr. Umm reacts
coldly: «Yes, I heard you both met. I hope your research goes well». His
serious tone tells Michael that something is wrong, but Michael has no
idea what the problem might be.
Task
First analyze Mr. Umm’s reaction and Michael’s confusion. Then consi
der the following questions:
1. What do you think might be the rules for introductions in Mr. Umm’s
culture?
2. Michael met Mr. Tahh as he might have met a professor in his American
university. Why was this inappropriate in Mr. Umm’s culture? How might
Michael have avoided the problem?

Case 3
L U N C H E O N D ATE
Read the following case through and try to provide some solutions.
Randy has been working for two months with Suun on a class
project. They enjoy working on the project and studying for the exams
together. Suun is eager to become close friends with Randy. One day,
Suun invites Randy to lunch. Randy declines and tells his classmate
that he has work to do and football practice to go to later that day.
That afternoon, Suun sees Randy with his girlfriend in a nearby
coffee shop. The next week in class Randy senses that Suun is not interes

ted in the class project any more. It seems that Suun is trying to avoid
him. Randy can’t understand what has happened to their relationship.
Task
First analyze Suun’s reaction and R andy’s confusion. Then consider
the following questions:
1. What type of friendship, did the foreign student want? What type of
friendship did Randy want?
2. Why didn’t Randy decline Suun’s invitation honestly?
3. How do you decline invitations without hurting people? Interview
your group-mates and consider the difference.

C ase 4
M A L IY T A ’S PA R TY E X P E R IE N C E
Try to identify the problem(s) and the misinterpretation(s).
Maliyta is anxious to make friends at school. Her friend Jan invites
her to a party where she is the only international guest. At the party she
meets several people who ask her many questions and show a deep
interest in her culture. Some of them tell her to «drop by» their apart
ments and say that they hope to see her at school. She gives her apart
ment number to several people and tells them to come by her house,
which is near the school.
Several weeks pass but nobody from the party comes to Maliyta’s
house except Jan. Maliyta wants to ask her friend why the other Ame
rican students don’t come to visit her but she is too hurt and proud to
ask. Jan knows Maliyta feels lonely but she can’t understand why. At
school Maliyta is well-liked by her classmates. Jan also remembers that
her friends really enjoyed meeting Maliyta at the party.
Task
First analyze the problem and then consider the following questions:
1.
Do you think the Americans at the party were insincere or sincere
in their interest in Maliyta’s culture?

2. Why didn’t the people Maliyta met at the party «drop by» her house?
What do you think happens in M aliyta’s country when people invite others
to «come by»?
3. What could Jan have told Maliyta to help her understand American
friendships?

Cultural Notes
1. In the United States the terms «boyfriend» and «girlfriend» are used
differently depending on which sex uses the words. If a man uses the term
«girlfriend» or a woman uses the term «boyfriend», romantic involvement is
implied. However, a woman may say, «I’m going to meet my girlfriend today»
(meaning a close friend); but most males would not say, «I’m going to meet
my boyfriend». Instead, they would say, «I’m going to meet a friend of mine
today».
2. Traditionally the man took the initiative to invite a woman on a date.
This tradition is changing: it is becoming more common for a woman to ask
a man out. The invitation does not always imply a romantic interest, but may
be a way of «getting to know someone».
3. A changing custom that can create problems for both men and women
is the question of «who pays for whom?» on dates. Traditionally men have paid
the expenses on dates regardless of whether the couple’s relationship is inti
mate or merely friendly. Currently some women feel more comfortable paying
for themselves and may occasionally pay for the man. «Dutch treat» refers to
a date where each individual pays for him/herself. There are no fixed rules
for payment.
4. Gift-giving to friends is not marked by any fixed rules. Usually, giftgiving occurs on special occasions such as birthdays, anniversaries, weddings,
and holidays. Outside of these occasions gift-giving is less prescribed:
Dates: Usually gifts are not exchanged with one’s date or the parents
of the date.
Dinner invitation at a home: Here it may be appropriate to bring a «to
ken» gift such as flowers, wine, or candy.
Extended visits/hostfamilies: If one is invited for an extended stay in so
meone’s home (two days or more), a gift is appropriate. This gift could be
a nice present, a restaurant invitation, or even an offer to cook dinner for the
family. (The host/hostess may refuse the offer.)
5. Friends may not always seek help and advice from other friends. Occa
sionally professional guidance will be sought to resolve personal problems.

Professional guidance offers an alternative for people who do not wish to
«burden their friends» or for people who need expert advice. Family, marital,
and school counselors, private therapists, psychologists, and social workers
are a few examples of people who offer professional guidance.

C ase 5
R O B E R T R U SH M O R E
The following story humorously describes the daily life o f one Ame
rican Use o f Time student. The story is toldfrom the point o f view o f his
foreign roommate. Read the passage and complete the exercise below.
Robert Rushmore (R. R.) tells me to use time wisely, but I think
he abuses time. He crams a thousand activities into what he calls «just
a second». The busier the better - that’s R. R.’s motto. He moves fast,
he eats fast, he talks fast, he even got married and divorced fast.
From the moment my roommate wakes up, he tries to beat the clock.
The alarm buzzes; he jumps up, washes quickly, snatches a piece of toast,
gulps down a cup of coffee, and crams for his classes. He has a special
watch with a built-in alarm so he can time his arrival to class three
minutes before it begins. He uses these three fleeting minutes to proof
read his homework or to continue reading the morning paper.
Once when I borrowed his notes I found that 50 percent o f the
words were abbreviated. He even abbreviates his name when he writes
personal notes. Once the bank called and told him that «stamped»
signatures were not allowed on his checks.
What’s really strange is although R.R. doesn’t have very much
money, he prefers to call people long distance rather than write letters.
However, he does send manufactured greeting cards and get-well cards
for special occasions. At Christmas time all his friends got a Xerox
letter.
R. R. is a lot of fun, but the way he uses time is exhausting. Last
week we decided to double-date. I thought we’d have a quiet dinner at
home and enjoy an evening of conversation. R.R. offered to make the
meal; quickie spaghetti, precooked French bread, and instant pudding.
We spent only forty-five minutes for dinner and then hurried to catch an

8 P. M. movie. Afterwards we went dancing. By 2 A. M. I was dragging
my feet.
Sometimes I wonder if R. R. ever tries to slow down his pace. He
says that he would like to stop the world and get off but that he doesn’t
have time.
I don’t know if that is true... only time will tell.
Task
Give your opinion of the situation. Prepare to write down some possible
advice for the narrator.

Cultural Notes
Time
1. For doctors’ and dentists’ appointments it is important to call 24 to
48 hours before a scheduled appointment if you have to cancel. In some cases,
you will be charged if you do not appear for an appointment.
2. When making appointments, it is not always possible to schedule one
as soon as you would like. You may have to wait up to several weeks to sche
dule an appointment (e. g., with the dentist). Receptionists will usually try to
schedule appointments as early as it is possible.
3. When you have a hotel reservation, it is a good idea to ask, «By what
time do I have to arrive?» If you arrive later than the specified time, the hotel
personnel may cancel your reservation unless you call ahead of time to tell
them that you’ll be late. If you have to cancel your reservation, call in advance
to notify the hotel.
4. «Time-saving» devices and methods are very popular in the United
States. They include push-button TV’s, instant coffee, TV dinners, microwave
ovens, drive-in banking, and fast-food restaurants.
Space
1. At very formal dinner parties you may find a place card (with your
name on it) next to the plate where you are supposed to sit. Otherwise the host/
hostess may tell you where to sit. There may be no fixed places at a dinner
table. In this case, each person sits wherever he or she would like. Often
the mother or the father sits at the head(s) of the table.
2. Often when you are invited into an American home the host or hostess
will give you a «tour» of the house. One reason for this is to make you feel

more comfortable so that you will feel «at home». Also, Americans enjoy
showing off the improvements they’ve made in their homes.
3. It is not unusual for hosts or hostesses to invite guests into the kitchen
while they are preparing a meal although in some countries, this would be
considered unacceptable. American hospitality is often informal.
4. Edward Hall, in his book The Hidden Dimension, discusses four cate
gories of informal use of space among white professional-class Americans:
For intimate friends
For friends and personal conversation
For impersonal conversation
For public speaking

From actual physical contact
to 18 inches
18 inches to 4 feet
4 feet to 12 feet
12 feet or more

5. During the «farewell» stage of a conversation Americans will often
move gradually away from each other and decrease eye contact. This, of course,
is not a rule but it does happen.
For example:
«It was nice meeting you»
«Hope to see you again sometime»
«Take care»

(at 1 foot apart)
(at 6 feet apart)
(at 15 feet apart)

C ase 6
A L L IG A T O R R IV E R
Read the story and give your opinion o f the characters.
Rosemary is a woman of about twenty-one years of age. For several
months she been engaged to a young man named Geoffrey. The problem
she faces is that between her and her fiance there lies a river. No ordinary
river, but a deep, wide river filled with hungry alligators.
Rosemary wonders how she can cross the river. She remembers
Sinbad, who has the only boat in the area. She then approaches Sinbad,
asking him to take her across. He replies, «Yes, I’ll take you across if
you’ll stay with me for one week». Shocked at this offer, she turns to
another acquaintance, Frederick, and tells him her story. Frederick re
sponds by saying, «Yes, Rosemary, I understand your problem, but it’s
your problem, not mine». Rosemary decides to return to Sinbad, and stays
with him for a whole week. Sinbad then takes her across the river.

Her meeting with Geoffrey is warm. But on the evening before
they are to be married, Rosemary feels she must tell Geoffrey how she
succeeded in getting across the river. Geoffrey responds by saying,
«I wouldn’t marry you if you were the last woman on earth». Finally,
Rosemary turns to her friend Dennis. Dennis listens to her story and
says, «Well, Rosemary, I don’t love you... but I will marry you». And
that’s all we know of the story.
Tasks
1. Rank the characters on a scale of 1 to 5 according to whom you approve
of most (1) and whom you approve of least (5).
Ranking,
Rosemary
Geoffrey
Sinbad
Frederick
Dennis
2. Answer the questions:
- Which character is your first choice, and which is your last?
- Do you think the values that guided your choices were personal, cultu
ral, or both?
3. Think about why you made the choices you did. Can you identify
where you learned the values that caused you to rank the characters as you did?
4. Compare your choice with that of your group-mates’.
5. Do you think the values that guided your choices were personal or
cultural or both?

Cultural notes
People do not always have similar interpretations of the world around
them. They perceive and interpret behavior in different ways. As a result
of different values, people’s beliefs, behavior and reactions are not always
similar. No two people, even from the same culture, have exactly the same
perceptions and interpretations of what they see around them. Many inter
pretations, however, are learned within a person’s culture.
Therefore, those who share a common culture will probably perceive
the world more similarly than those who do not share a common culture.

D i s c u s s : Do you agree that people from the same culture are more
likely to have similar interpretations of the world than people from different
cultures?
What people observe and how they interpret what they see are influenced
partly by culture and partly by personal biases. When one is living in another
country, the ability to observe as objectively as possible can help one under
stand a culture.

C ase 7
A B R IT IS H IN M O R O C C O
Look at the following case. Try to transfer it from a negative expe
rience to a positive one. Do not prejudge it but work with it to see
i f there are any positive lessons to be learnt from it.
When Peter, an Englishman, had been working for about a month
in a town in the north of Morocco as a teacher he decided to try and
further a friendship he was developing with several local Moroccan
teachers in his school. He decided to invite them for supper to his apart
ment. This they readily accepted and agreed to turn up at 8pm that
evening.
He prepared a meal. By 9pm he began to realize that his guests
were not coming and cleared away the food. The next day he went into
school wondering what excuse they would have. He entered the staff
room and met his two friends. They smiled and offered him mint tea.
Instead of showing any embarrassment they seemed to regard their rela
tionship as not soured in any way. He enquired what had happened the
night before and why they had not turned up. One of them then ex
plained that they had been on their way to his flat, but on passing a cafe',
they noticed that there was an interesting football match on, so they sat
down and watched it. As far as he could glean, that was the extent of the
excuse. In fact, it was not an excuse at all but a statement of what hap
pened, pure and simple. He went off to his class feeling confused.
As he lived in this new environment he began to adapt to it. He
would at times be invited for mint tea to the homes of people who,
frankly, he had little interest in. This could use up a whole evening as
one was expected to remain chatting for hours, not just drink the tea and

be off as is the custom in England (‘to pop in for a quick cuppa’). He the
refore developed the tactic of accepting an invitation to avoid the dis
comfort and rudeness of refusing it to someone’s face, and thus keep his
options open for the evening: if nothing better presented itself, he would
go; if something more interesting turned up, he wouldn’t. The next day
he would just smilingly explain that something else cropped up.
Task
Think about the possible benefits of an alternative behavior. Are there any
positive lessons to be learnt from the story? Discuss this with your group-mates.

Cultural note
Peter was brought up in a system in which the demands of politeness
and ‘face’ require either that one goes against one’s real wishes and accepts
invitation that one would really prefer not to accept, or that one finds elaborate
excuses (an ill child is a very useful one) to avoid commitment.

Face
This is a concept that refers to a person’s self-image and to how a person’s
self-esteem and sense of identity are related to the degree to which the person’s
self-image is supported in encounters with others. A threat to a person’s face is
therefore a threat to a person’s self-concept - to how the person prefers to see
him/herself and to be seen, or at least regarded, by others.

Case 8
T O U R IST S A N D B U SIN E SS
C onsider the follow ing case
Agnes has joined a tour group which is travelling through North
Africa visiting archaeological sites. The group is made up of German,
Italian, French, Swedish and British tourists. They stay in a small hotel
near one particular site for three days. It is 30 km from the nearest town,
but there is a village nearby. The villagers work in the hotel and have
also set up a string of small shops in which they sell local handicrafts
and souvenirs.

Agnes forms a brief relationship with Francois. She is really amazed
at herself for succumbing to his charms. She thinks it is, after all, such
a cliche. She has o f course seen the bilm Shirley Valentine, in which
a middle-aged Englishwoman falls in love with a local restaurant own
er while on holiday on a Greek island. She has never had such a casual
relationship before; but her marriage is struggling and she has come
away to escape. She is also sure that Francois, who seems a real gigolo,
does this sort of thing with every European woman who comes along.
Francois is amazed at him self for getting involved like this. He
is unmarried and has never had an affair with a woman before. He is
engaged to be married, and has a high sense of personal morality.
Indeed, he will not have had sex with his fiancee, and his relationship
with her will have been carefully chaperoned. He has actually fallen in
love with Agnes, but is at the same time smitten by remorse because he
is being unfaithful to his fiancee, whom he also loves deeply. After
a very short time he becomes horrified at Agnes’s behavior. She sud
denly ‘throws herself at him’ and is readily prepared to have sex. It must
after all be true what everyone says about European women - that they
are loose, have no morals and will have sex with anyone.
They part in anger. She goes back to her fellow travellers and
indulges more than ever in the stories of how North African men swind
le tourists and mistreat their women. He goes back to his village and
indulges more than ever in the stories of the corrupt West.
Task
Identify the behavior of the characters according to their cultural and
national backgrounds.
Can you tell about appropriate behavior in your culture? Share your
experience with your group-mates.

Cultural note
Here we can see Francois and Agnes getting into a very difficult relation
ship made more so by a complexity of personal and cultural complications.
Basic concepts here are as follows:

- W hen people from different backgrounds meet, a m iddle culture
of dealing is set up within which they interact, which in turn is influenced
by respective complexes of cultural baggage.
- What people see of each other is influenced by the middle culture
of dealing, which may be very different to what they think they see which is
a product of otherization.
- Inaccurate otherization and culturism become rampant. Although
Agnes, as a tourist, is behaving differently because she is on holiday, Francois
explains her behavior - as a ‘loose immoral’ woman - according to the com
mon stereotype of Europeans he brings from his village. Agnes similarly
explains his behavior as a ‘swindler, gigolo and misogynist’- according to the
common stereotype of people who work in the bazaars of North Africa she
brings from home. They both thus miss totally the fact that each o f them
is involved in an intense moral struggle precipitated by the strangeness of the
situation in which they find themselves.

C ase 9
A D U T C H E N G IN E E R
Read the story told by one Dutch and try to clarify the root o f mis
understanding.
As a young Dutch engineer I once applied for a junior management
job with an American engineering company which had recently settled
in Flanders, the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium. I felt well qualified:
with a degree from the senior technical university o f the country, good
grades, a record of active participation in student associations, and three
years’ experience as an engineer with a well-known, although some
what sleepy Dutch company. I had written a short letter indicating my
interest and providing some data on my career to date. I was invited to
appear in person, and after a long train ride I was soon facing the Ame
rican plant manager.
I behaved politely and modestly, as I knew an applicant should,
and waited for the other man to ask the usual questions which would
enable him to find out how qualified I was. To my surprise, he asked me
very few o f the questions I thought we should be discussing. Instead,
he wanted me to give him some very detailed facts about my experience

in tool design using English words I did not understand, and the rele
vance of which escaped me. Those were the things I could learn within
a week once I worked there.
After half an hour of uncomfortable misunderstandings, he said
«Sorry - we need a first class man». And I was out in the street!
Task
Identify the national business patterns habitual for these two cultures.
1. Why wasn’t a Dutch engineer given the job?
2. What should he have done differently?

C u ltu ral note
For the American, the Dutch person undersold himself. The CV was too
short and too modest, since he expected the interviewer to find out more about
him in the interview, including questions about his outside activities. In con
trast to Dutch applicants, American candidates tend to oversell themselves.
Their CVs are full of superlatives and minute details of all their skills. They
aim to show more assertiveness than Dutch applicants, and to promise more
than they are likely to achieve in practice.
This situation can be explained with the dimension «masculinity and fe
mininity». In masculine cultures, the roles of men and women are distinct,
in that «men are supposed to be assertive, tough, and focused on material
success, whereas women are supposed to be more modest, tender, and
concerned with the quality of life». In feminine cultures, the roles of men and
women overlap, (and) both men and women are supposed to be modest, tender,
and concerned with the quality of life.

C ase 10
A N A M E R IC A N M A N A G E R
A N D A G R E E K S U B O R D IN A T E
Read the case and try to understand what is happening here.
A US manager (A) wants a Greek subordinate (G) to write a report.
A. How long will it take you to finish this report?
G. I do not know. How long should it take?
A. You are in the best position to analyze time requirements.

G. Ten days.
A. Take 15. So is it agreed you will do it in 15 days?
In fact, the report needed 30 days o f regular work. So the Greek
member o f the staffworked day and night, but at the end o f the 15th day,
he still needed one more day ’s work.
A. Where is my report?
G. It will be ready tomorrow.
A. But we agreed it would be ready today.
A t this point, the Greek hands in his resignation.
Task
Identify the problem. Think about:
a) Is the problem personal or cultural?
b) Whom do you feel sympathy for?

Cultural note
There are two different concepts of the roles of the manager and the subor
dinate. A. feels that the subordinate should be involved in decision-making,
whereas G. expects to be told what to do. A technique used by psychologists,
called attribution analysis, can be used to explain the causes of this problem in
more detail. Essentially, communication breaks down because both of the co
workers attribute different meanings to what their partner says, but assume
that the other worker understands the same as they do.

Behavior
A. How long will it take you to
finish this report?

Attribution

A. I asked him to participate.
G. His behaviour makes no sense.
He is the boss.
Why doesn’t he tell me?
G. I do not know. How long should A. He refuses to take responsibility.
it take?
A. You are in the best position to
A. I press him to take responsibility
analyze time requirements.
for his own actions.
G. Ten days
G. What nonsense! I’d better give
him an answer.

He lacks the ability to estimate
time; this estimate is totally
inadequate.
A. Take 15. So is it agreed you will A. I offer him a contract.
do it in 15 days?
G. These are my orders. 15 days.
A. Where is my report?
A. I am making sure he fulfills his
contract.
G. He is asking for the report.
G. It will be ready tomorrow.
(Both attribute that it is not ready)
A. But we had agreed that it would A. I must teach him to fulfill a
be ready today.
contract.
G. The stupid, incompetent boss!
Not only did he give me the wrong
orders, but he does not appreciate
that I did a 30-day job in 16 days.
The Greek hands in his resignation.
The American is surprised.
G. I can’t work for such a man.
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